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1.0 Introduction
Project Background
This project forms part of the broader Stawell Town Plan seeking to achieve Council’s
long term strategic ambition to make Stawell a better place to live, work, invest and
visit (Council Plan 2017-2021).
The Town Plan project includes two components, a Structure Plan which sets the
framework for the future planning and development of the entire township for the next
20-30 years and an Urban Design Framework (this report) identifying the vision and
directions for future investment and development along the Western Highway, with
an ambition to enhance the arrival experience into Stawell.
Hansen Partnership, Tim Nott Economics and Martyn Group have been engaged by
Northern Grampians Shire Council to undertake this project on behalf of Council.
This Urban Design Framework was jointly funded by the Australian Government
through the Building Better Regions Fund and the Northern Grampians Shire Council.

Another important consideration for the UDF is the pattern of new development along
the highway. These highly exposed properties contribute to the ‘first impressions’ of
the look and feel of the township. Presently, buildings are highly diverse, with no clear
parameters for the preferred presentation and character of development.
A key driver for this project is the State Government Western Highway duplication
project which includes the duplication of the road between Ararat and Stawell and the
upgrade of the intersection with London Road.
Based on the feedback received during the first phase of consultation in June, this
project identifies design recommendations to enhance the wayfinding opportunities
and presentation of Stawell along the highway to attract additional visitors
into the township and drive economic development. The project also identifies
recommendations to improve vehicle and pedestrian access and safety along the
highway.

How the Framework will be used

Project Process and outputs

The Urban Design Framework Plan will be used:

The Stawell Town Plan is being undertaken in a number of phases as follows:

▪ To guide public realm upgrades and development outcomes along the highway in
accordance with Council and community ambitions.

▪ Phase 1: Background Analysis & Discussion Paper outlining an understanding of
existing conditions and identification of issues and opportunities. June 2020
▪ Phase 2: Preparation of an Urban Design Framework for the Western Highway (this
report). August 2020
▪ Phase 3: Preparation of a Structure Plan for the Township of Stawell.

What is an Urban Design Framework?
An Urban Design Framework (UDF) is a planning tool that provides a framework
for managing change and setting clear directions for the future development and
investment of a place across both public and private land over time. They are intended
to clearly articulate a ‘vision’ for what a place could be in the future and, as such,
act as a catalyst for positive change within the built environment. In determining the
preferred character of a place, community values are considered alongside the needs
of government departments (local and state), service authorities and commercial
stakeholders to ensure a viable plan is introduced, which can be supported by all
users and stakeholders.

Why is an Urban Design Framework needed for the Western Highway?
The Western Highway is the major access route to Stawell between Melbourne and
Adelaide. The highway is aligned to the south of the township with four alternate
ways to enter Stawell from this road. There are presently limited incentives or
wayfinding opportunities for travellers to turn off from the highway into the town
centre. Along the highway itself, there is limited information and amenities for
travellers.

▪ To inform Council’s capital works program and annual budget.
▪ To make policy changes in the Northern Grampians Planning Scheme.
▪ To identify a range of partnerships and potential sources of funding for many of the
initiatives identified in the Plan.
▪ To provide a basis for the preparation of more detailed masterplans for strategic
sites within the study area.

Structure of document
This document contains two sections:
▪ The first part of the document provides background analysis of the highway
including study area context, planning background and existing physical conditions.
▪ The recommendations section includes an overall framework and associated
directions for future development and investment along the Highway, but also a
series of design guidelines for new development and concept sketches for key
locations.

Hansen Partnership Pty Ltd, Tim Nott & Martyn Group
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Study Area & Context
The Urban Design Framework (UDF) focuses on both private and public land along
the Western Highway between Playford Street and Sloane Street. A key area of
this project will include the Seaby Street intersection as the main route into the
town centre from the Highway. The project will also consider the implications of the
proposed Western Highway duplication between Arrarat and Stawell, including the
and intersection upgrade at London Road to the south of the township.
Stawell is located approximately 236km to the west of Melbourne located in the
Wimmera region of Victoria and is the main settlement in the Northern Grampians
Shire. The town sits to the northeast of the Grampians National Park and plays a
large role in regional tourism. The Western Highway bypasses the town centre, to
the south. It is the most significant road in and out of Stawell, linking Melbourne and
Adelaide. The township is also in close proximity to 2 major settlements (outside
of the Shire) also accessed along the Highway including Ararat (30km to the south)
and Horsham (67km to the north). According to the 2016 Census, Stawell has a
residential population of 6,052 persons.
The original town centre for Stawell was first developed along Longfield Street,
now known as the Western Highway, adjacent to Pleasant Creek where gold was
first discovered in 1853. Several historic buildings still exist in this area including
the former shire hall office (1866) and the original courthouse (1860), which now
operates as a local history museum.
Refer to the Study Area map on the following page for the Focus Area extent.

The Western Highway Upgrade
The Western Highway is part of the National Land Transport Network, which is
the national network of strategically important land transport linkages. As part
of the Nation Building Program, VicRoads was allocated funding from both the
Commonwealth and State Governments to progressively upgrade the Western
Highway into a four-lane divided highway. This larger project, known as the Western
Highway Project, extends for approximately 100km, commencing at the western edge
of Ballarat and finishing at the south-eastern edge of Stawell.
At the completion of the Western Highway upgrade, Stawell will become the closest
town to Melbourne that the Highway passes through before duplication and bypasses.
This presents some significant commercial opportunities in relation to local tourism,
services and industry, as well as strengthening Stawell’s position as a regional
gateway.
Refer to Appendix A for a summary of Issues and Opportunities relating to the
Western Highway upgrade prepared by Martyn Group.
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2.0 Background Analysis
2.1 Policy Context
Appendix 3 and 4 of the Stawell Town Plan provides a complete review of all relevant
background documents and planning policy relating to the Western Highway study
area and broader township. The below provides a summary of the key elements.

State Policy
The State Planning Policy Framework (PPF) provides broad State level policy guidance
for land use and development throughout the State. Within the PPF, Stawell is to be
supported as a key service hub for the Wimmera Southern Mallee region, noting it
has a cohesive relationship with Ararat (also a key service hub) which provides an
opportunity to develop the towns as a sub-regional cluster of housing, employment
and service provision. State policy also seeks to promote and provide for an ongoing
supply of industrial land in Stawell, together with other regional and sub-regional hub
locations.
The policies at the SPPF level are further elaborated at the municipal level through
the Local Planning Policy Framework (LPPF) which contains the Municipal Strategic
Statement (MSS).

Municipal Strategic Statement/ Local Planning Policy Framework
The MSS outlines the Northern Grampians Shire’s strategic land use and development
framework to achieve the vision for the Shire and details the key issues that have
informed the development of this vision.
According to the MSS, a key strategy to achieve Council’s vision is to encourage
commercial and industrial development to generate jobs and stimulate economic
growth across the region. It also seeks to promote the growth of Stawell as the
Shire’s largest urban centre, where the majority of the residential population reside.
Clear long term visions in the form of Local Area Strategic Framework Plans are
included in the Planning Scheme to guide the development of key communities to
provide a framework for informing future growth and development within the Shire.
The local area policy for Stawell further emphasises the importance of promoting the
Stawell-Ararat sub-regional cluster of housing, employment and services. It notes that
Stawell is a complex township with a variety of land uses developed over time, which
has resulted in conflicts between uses such as industries and residential areas.
Specific policy themes of the MSS and LPPF provides guidance on achieving Council’s
vision for Stawell and the wider region.
Economic development policy seeks to recognise the commercial and industrial
function of Stawell and promote the location of industrial, retail and commercial
development within the Township. It also seeks to promote the regional economic
significance of Stawell Gold Mine as Victoria’s largest operating mine. Stawell’s
proximity to the Grampians National park makes it a key gateway location for tourism.
As such, policy seeks to support integrated retail and tourism investment in Stawell
to capitalise on its gateway status.
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In terms of transport infrastructure, policy recognises the importance of the Western
Highway for urban development, economic growth and tourism in the Shire and seeks
to encourage development of land to support the duplication of the Western Highway
to Stawell and also encourages development to support the service business centre
function of the Highway. Policy also highlights the importance of the passenger and
freight rail infrastructure to the community and local economy. Stawell Aerodrome is
recognised as a valuable regional and strategic economic asset and major emergency
response base. As such, policy supports its continued operation and future expansion.

Environment

A review of the relevant background documentation and the Planning Policy
Framework (PPF) and Local Planning Policy Framework (LPPF) has identified four
clear strategic themes which underpin the delivery of the land use and development
framework for Stawell:

▪ Local policy specifically recognises the Grampians National Park as a major natural
feature and tourist attraction.

Economic Development:
▪ Policy recognises the commercial and industrial function of Stawell and promotes
the location of industrial, retail and commercial development within the Township.
▪ Policy promotes the regional economic significance of Stawell Gold Mine as
Victoria’s largest operating mine.
▪ Stawell’s proximity to the Grampians National Park and Western Highway makes
it a key gateway location for tourism - integrated retail and tourism investment in
Stawell should be supported to capitalise on its gateway status
▪ Stawell has a surplus of underutilised industrial land – notably, the Western Stawell
Business Precinct, which should be targeted as a clear area for investment and
future expansion.

Infrastructure Development:
▪ In terms of transport infrastructure, policy recognises the importance of the
Western Highway for urban development, economic growth and tourism.
▪ Policy seeks to encourage development of land to support the duplication of the
Western Highway to Stawell and also encourages development to support the
service business centre function of the Highway.
▪ Policy highlights the importance of the passenger and freight rail infrastructure to
the community and local economy.
▪ Stawell Aerodrome is recognised as a valuable regional and strategic economic
asset and major emergency response base. As such, policy supports its continued
operation and future expansion.

▪ Policy seeks to protect and conserve significant natural environments and
landscapes of the region, including the Grampians National Park, Lake Lonsdale and
the surrounding waterways including Pleasant Creek and Concongella Creek.
▪ Policy also seeks to manage environmental risk from bushfire, landslides, flooding
and salinity.

Planning Controls Review
A 2018 Planning Scheme Review notes the following relating to the Western
Highway:
▪ The preparation of a Western Highway Land Use Strategy and Urban Design
Framework to review the zoning and overlay regime on the Western Highway
Precinct at Stawell, having regard to its development potential and the Western
Highway Duplication Project.
▪ The preparation of a Structure Plan for Stawell to analyse opportunities and
constraints and review the zoning and overlay regime to align with current
environmental constraints.
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Zones

Overlays

Land along the highway frontage in the UDF study area is currently subject to the
following zones:

Land along the highway frontage in the UDF study area is currently subject to the
followingf Overlays including:

▪ Road Zone Category 1 (RDZ1);

▪ Bushfire Management Overlay (BMO);

▪ Commercial 2 Zone (C2Z);

▪ Heritage Overlay (HO);

▪ Commercial 1 Zone (C1Z);

▪ Design and Development Overlay (DDO3);

▪ Industrial Zone (INZ1 and INZ3);

▪ Land Subject to Inundation Overlay (LSIO); and

▪ Public Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ);

▪ Flood Overlay (FO).

▪ Public Conservation and Resource Zone (PCRZ);

The map below illustrates the alignment of existing overlays.

The map below illustrates the alignment of existing zones.

DDO

C1Z

PPRZ
C2Z

LSIO
BMO

FO
IN1Z

DDO
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2.1 Urban Structure
Key findings regarding the Urban Structure attributes of the Western Highway study
area are as follows:
▪ The urban structure of the Western Highway study area is mixed and generally
influenced by adjoining land uses.
▪ Allotments are most regular in geometry and consistent in size with adjoining
land areas, toward the ‘core’ of the study area at the Seaby Street intersection.
Between Griffiths Street and Sutherland Street, urban blocks are clearly stitched
in with the street network and parcel geometry of the adjoining residential areas.
In essence, the pattern of adjoining residential blocks seamlessly flow onto the
Western Highway, with some exceptions at corners where civic functions occur
(for example, the historic sites on the southern side of the road reserve).
▪ Allotments along this section of the highway are smallest and most fine in grain,
generally between 1,000m2 – 2,000m2 in area. There are instances were smaller
allotments have been amalgamated to form a larger lots such as in the case of the
service station on the Seaby Street corner.
▪ Allotments between Griffiths and Playford Street/Federation Park begin to transition
to more irregular sizes and shapes, toward the industrial/commercial area to
the northern edge of the township. Therefore, this stretch of highway currently
accommodates a diverse mix of land uses including low density residential, service
stations, a car yard, a plant nursery and bushland conservation.

▪ Further south between Sutherland Street and Sloane Street, sizes and shapes of
lots and urban blocks are highly irregular due to generally inconsistent and sparse
land uses occurring in adjoining areas, as well as the alignment of the creek
forming the southern boundary of the study area.
▪ South of Holloway Road, more regular lot shapes and sizes exist in a commercial
area separated from the Western Highway by a service road. This results in a
greater degree of consistency in land uses and built form on this block. Dividing
the urban block is a creek to the rear of commercial properties fronting the service
road. Forming the southern boundary of the study area are a string of commercial
properties fronting Gilchrist Road.
▪ Within the Western Highway study area is a number of vacant allotments,
presenting as opportunity for infill development to occur, including a corner
allotment at the Seaby Street intersection.
▪ A number of vacancies on large allotments are present in the irregular urban
blocks between Sutherland Street and Holloway Road. Paired with neighbouring
large allotments with minimal site coverage, there is a sense of ‘openness’ in this
setting.

Highway residential building stock toward the northern end of the study area

▪ Most urban blocks in the study area are serviced with rear laneways. Rectangular
blocks are generally divided into quadrants by mid-block laneways.

▪ Lots along this section of the highway are largest, with a number of properties over
5,000m2 in area.

Key Implications
▪ Lot sizes and the layout of blocks south of Sutherland Street are
generally mixed.

Vacant allotments indicate development opportunities

▪ Blocks between Playford and Sutherland Street are more consistent
due to similar shaped, sized and oriented lots forming blocks.
▪ There are a number of vacant allotments throughout the Western
Highway study area, on mixed lot sizes presenting new development
opportunities.

Warehouse forms occupying large allotments toward the south of the study area
8
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2.2 Land Use & Activity
Key findings regarding the Land Use & Activity attributes of the Western Highway
study area are as follows:
▪ The land use pattern along the Western Highway varies, but throughout is
consistently interspersed with functions relating to vehicle servicing as well as the
surrounding tourism network, including motel accommodation.
▪ At the southern entrance, large allotments on the western side of the road reserve
comprise light industrial uses such as steel, joinery and glass businesses. These
are accessed via a service road parallel to the Western Highway with informal
parking on the grassed median.
▪ Between Holloway Road and Sutherland Road, the land use pattern is mixed –
reflecting the mixed configuration of allotment size and grain. This strip comprises
a car dealership, lawn mower store, plant nursery and two service/petrol stations,
including one under construction.
▪ Towards the Sutherland Road intersection is a strip of shops set back from the
Highway behind car parking, including food and beverage outlets. Dispersed
throughout this section of the highway are also residential dwellings on large
allotments. Also within this section of highway is a Bushland Reserve on the
northern side of the road.
▪ The section of highway between Sutherland and Griffiths Street presents a more
urban condition typical of the township. On allotments more consistent in size
and regular in shape are vehicle oriented businesses, accommodation motels,
commercial and retail businesses as well as the civic functions of the Stawell
Historical Society and the Council occupied Shire Hall. Dispersed throughout are
residential dwellings typically in pairs or small groups between commercial and
civic functions.
▪ Between Griffiths Street and Playford Street, the land use pattern continues that
of the previous precinct with greater emphasis on motels and with 3 in close
proximity.
▪ Buildings are generally set back from the street meaning there is limited ‘active
frontage’ occurring at the street interface. There are some exceptions, generally
were food and beverage outlets on commercial allotments with 0m street setbacks
provide greater opportunity for activity to engage with the street interface.
▪ Due to the predominantly automobile-centric land use pattern, building are set
back behind customer parking. Service businesses and residential dwellings remain
dispersed between commercial uses. At the edge of the study area is Federation
park and a large warehouse home and hardware store (Mitre 10) set behind
landscaping and car parking.

▪ Commercial allotments along the Western Highway are generally bound by
residential areas to both the north and south. The northern residential interface
is typical of the Stawell township suburban areas, while properties to the south
contain more lower density and rural living settings.
▪ While it is difficult to identify the critical juncture of activity due to its varying
nature throughout the corridor, the Seaby Street intersection arguably contains the
greatest mix and intensity of uses. It also offers connection to the main commercial
strip of Stawell, Main Street.
▪ The intensity of activity along the Western Highway generally occurs in peaks
and troughs. This is due to the mix in allotment sizes resulting in low density
development in the eastern half of the study area, a number of vacant sites, the
bushland reserve, mixed building setbacks from street interfaces, as well as
clusters of residential dwellings dispersed between commercial functions.
▪ The experience of the Highway is generally a transient one linked to its history as a
key motorist connection to and through Stawell, reflected in the land use pattern of
vehicle oriented businesses and motel style accommodation.

Large format retail and commercial warehouses bookend the study area

▪ Federation Park at the northern edge of the study area accommodates a driver pullin area, toilet facilities, picnic facilities and pedestrian tracks around the wetland
area.

Passive open space to the rear of civic buildings along the Highway

Key Implications
▪ The highway has a mixed land use character along its extent. While
some similar uses are consolidated, others are scattered throughout.
▪ Limited uses cater to the needs of travellers and short term visitors.
▪ There is a strong presence of uses relating to industry and business
for the township and surrounding rural areas, particularly in the
southern half of the highway study area.
▪ The role of the road as a national highway at the edge of a historic
township is unclear in its land use and activity distribution.

Roadside servicing is common along the study area
10
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2.3 Built Form & Heritage
Key findings regarding the Urban Structure attributes of the Western Highway study
area are as follows:
▪ The built form character in the Western Highway study area is mixed, but generally
reflective of the land use pattern.
▪ Buildings throughout the Western Highway study area are typically all single storey,
detached forms. While predominantly single storey buildings, they range in height
depending on land use function.
▪ Mapping the built ‘typologies’ and broad ‘character’ areas, indicates that
5-character areas emerge. These are:
▪ Industrial character area;
▪ Mixed character area;
▪ Commercial character area;
▪ Heritage character area; and
▪ Residential character area.
▪ The broad nature of these mapped areas is acknowledged, but aims to roughly
capture the experience along the Western Highway, influenced by building types.
Building typologies identified within these character areas are warehouse forms,
commercial forms, shop forms, dwelling forms and the less common civic forms.
▪ Warehouse/shed forms comprise large warehouse/shed structures that typically
host manufacturing and light industrial uses. They are most commonly located
in the south eastern portion of the study area, within the industrial and mixedrural character areas. While mostly single storey in height, they are typically tall
structures and more representative of 2-3 storey typical building heights.
▪ Smaller warehouse forms are also interspersed through the remainder of the study
area, and are generally smaller west of the Seaby Street intersection. Warehouse
forms are generally set back from their front boundaries to the Western Highway,
allowing space for car parking and servicing.
▪ Commercial forms in the study area are buildings that comprise attributes of both
the warehouse and shop forms. Spatially and typologically, they are broadly a
transition between the two. Commercial forms comprise medium sized building
footprints with a more public interface due to glazed frontages presenting the
display of goods and services.
▪ Similarly to the warehouse forms, they are typically set back from the street to
allow car parking and vehicle through-movement. Petrol stations and service
businesses are included in this typology. They are most commonly located in the
commercial character area, with others dispersed through the residential and
mixed-rural character areas.

▪ Shop forms are less common along the Western Highway, and are broadly
defined by smaller commercial/retail buildings that are typically built closer to
the street interface than the larger commercial forms. They generally have a
stronger relationship with pedestrian areas, with the display of goods in windows
and access directly onto footpaths. They are common within the residential and
commercial character areas of the study area.
▪ Dwelling forms are the residential buildings that are distributed through most of
the Western Highway study area, except for the industrial character area to the
south. The dwellings are mostly all single storey, detached buildings of brick and
weatherboard materials. Between Playford and Sutherland Street, dwellings are
set back 5-10m behind front gardens. South of Sutherland Street, dwellings are
located on larger allotments but also sited toward the road reserve.
▪ The few ‘civic forms’ are located within the heritage character area on the southern
side of the highway between Griffiths and Seaby Street and comprise the Historical
Society building and the former shire hall building. They are distinct from other
buildings within the study area, due to their heritage fabric and ‘hall’ typology.

Heritage buildings near the Seaby Street intersection stand out along the Highway

▪ Within the study area are three of Stawell’s nine sites (including on the Victorian
Heritage Register. These are:
▪ Former Literary & Scientific Institute (54 Longfield Street);
▪ Former Pleasant Creek Court House (46-48 Longfield Street);
▪ Former Police Superintendent’s Residence (17 Leslie Street).

Key Implications

Residential building fabric toward the north of the study area

▪ The built form character along the Western Highway is mixed
throughout, but broadly transitions between character areas defined
by land use patterns and the layout of allotments and blocks.
▪ The highway study area is bookended by large warehouse buildings
both to the north and south.
▪ Between Playford and Sutherland Street, building types and character
merge with that of surrounding residential areas.
▪ Historic buildings are key to the image of the central area near Seaby
Street.
▪ The presentation of buildings do not play a role in defining entrances
or key routes into the township.
Buildings are commonly set behind car parking

12
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2.4 Landscape, Environment & Public Realm
Key findings regarding the Landscape & Environment attributes of the Western
Highway study area are as follows:
▪ Overall, the Western Highway study area comprises an open setting, owed to the
wide road reserve, low scale of adjoining built form and lack of canopy vegetation
throughout the full extent. Beyond the northern and southern ‘portals,’ dense linings
of mature, native vegetation along the road reserve contribute to more enclosed
settings. Overheard powerlines are present along the full extent of the Western
Highway study area, alternating to both sides of the street. They are located on the
northern side of the road reserve between Sloane Street and Sutherland Street,
then switch the southern side of the road reserve for the remaining north-eastern
extent of the study area.
▪ Powerlines can limit the viability of large trees in road reserves, which are often
used to define town entries and main roads.
▪ The profile of the Western Highway road reserve is generous, accommodating
grassed verges which are particularly wide at the northern and southern extent of
the study area. These contribute to an overall ‘green’ character and accommodate
mature canopy plantings, particularly between Sloane Street and the southern
entrance to the study area.
▪ Along the centre of the highway precinct streetscape, e.g. around the Seaby Street
intersection, grassed verges provide a spatial buffer between pedestrian areas
and the road carriageway but generally do not accommodate tree plantings of
vegetation.
▪ In parts of the Western Highway study area, the landscape area of the corridor
is largely ‘borrowed’ from the visual amenity of landscaping in the front setbacks
of private properties. In the residential context, this is in the form of garden areas
while across more infusorial and commercial land uses – some landscape setbacks
accommodate canopy trees and mulched vegetation beds.
▪ A number of vacant allotments, as well as large allotments with minimal building
footprint or buildings set back from the street interface, contribute to the open
setting along the Western Highway. An example of where this open setting is
emphasised is at the Seaby Street intersection, due to the large vacant allotment
at the southwestern corner and Service Station and McDonalds buildings set back
from their street frontages.
▪ Established landscape attributes are key to forming terminal views within and to
outside the study area. Residential streets such as Griffiths, Foster and Longfield
Street are truncated by public open space or bushland areas. Internally, the main
bend in the Highway at Longfield Street creates a view terminus with a cluster of
mature eucalyptus trees planted in the verge.
▪ There is one landscaped central median is at the approach to the Seaby Street
intersection. The median accommodates grasses, flagpoles and opportunity for
pedestrians to cross (unsignalized), key to the visual setting of the intersection.
14
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▪ A number of diverse landscape settings are found within and surrounding the
highway study area. These are:
▪ The southern boundary of the Stawell residential area to the north;
▪ Open space/parkland network to the south;
▪ Farming land and rural living to the south and east;
▪ Riverine setting of Pleasant Creek to the west.
▪ Further southwest, the imposing ridgeline of the Grampians punctuates the
otherwise expansive and generally flatter setting.
▪ The VHR Heritage buildings along the Western Highway between Seaby and
Griffiths Street are a distinct contrast to the predominantly roadside service and
industrial character further east.
▪ The VHR building sites present formal garden areas within the study area –
presenting to both front and rear interfaces. To the rear is public open space and
car parking associated with the civic functions of the buildings.

Federation Park provides passive parklands and a rest area

▪ The topography of the Western Highway corridor is generally flat, with gentle
undulations – rising approximately midway at the Sutherland Street intersection
and falling again between Griffiths Street and Austin Street. The topography
contributes to the arrival experience within the town.
▪ There is a gradual rise in landform from the southeast at the commencement of
large industry/commercial sites to the crest at Foster Street before the sweeping
road bend. The bend provides an important viewshed toward the main intersection
into the town centre along Seaby Street.
▪ The highway topography gradually declines at Griffiths Street toward Pleasant
Creek at Federation park
▪ At the northern edge of the extent is Federation Park. It comprises a loop car park
with toilet and picnic facilities. The park’s wetland setting feeds into the Stawell
Rail Trail following Pleasant Creek.

Wide grassed verges are common along the Highway through the township

Key Implications
▪ There is limited canopy tree planting in road reserves (such as Seaby
Street) contributing to the arrival experience through the township.
▪ There is a distinct change in landscape character along the journey
of the highway. The southeast exhibits a rural, bush landscape
character, shifting to a township garden setting to the northwest.
▪ Views to the Grampians can be experienced between vacant
allotments at key intersections. These views contribute to wayfinding
and identify of the town.
▪ Topographic changes along the highway contribute to the arrival
experience into Stawell.

Signage provides some gesture of entry into the Township
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2.5 Access & Movement
Key findings regarding the Access & Movement attributes of the Western Highway
study area are as follows:
▪ The Western Highway is the primary access corridor through the township
accommodating through-traffic between Ararat to the southeast and Horsham to
the northwest.
▪ The road reserve of the highway is consistently 30m wide. However, the
carriageway width varies depending on number of lanes. It is narrowest where it
accommodates two traffic lanes (8m), south of Foster Street. It is widest at the
Seaby Street intersection (20m) where four lanes of traffic and turning lanes are
present.

▪ The provision of pedestrian paths in surrounding residential streets is mixed. While
some streets have pedestrian paths provided on at least one side of the reserve,
such as Griffiths, Longfield and Sutherland Streets, others rely on wide grassed
verges and the carriageway for pedestrian movement.
▪ Between Griffiths and Sutherland Streets, rear laneways are common in the
residential context, providing rear access away from the Western Highway
frontage.
▪ The presence of formal bicycle infrastructure in the Western Highway study area
is limited. Toward the northern end, Grampians Road provides connection the
Grampians Rail Trail, following the alignment of segments of Pleasant Creek.

▪ Primary connections into the Stawell Township are provided at the Sloane Street
and Seaby Street intersections. These are not signalised intersections but provide
the most direct connections to the township.

▪ There area no marked bicycle lanes along the highway. However, wide road
shoulders could accommodate bicycle movement, although traffic and freight
movement may be a deterrant to bicycle movement.

▪ Outside of the township to the south, London Road also provides an important
connection to the town centre and will be upgraded as part of the Western
Highway duplication project.

▪ The car parking condition along the Western Highway is also mixed, with the
highest concentration of on-road parallel parking found between Griffths and
Seaby Streets. A number of properties (generally larger commercial and industrial
allotments) contain customer/staff parking in street setback areas.

▪ The Seaby Street intersection is the most legible connection to the township
from the Western Highway – comprising median flagpoles and township signage
marking it as a key connection. The Sloane Street intersection as a route into town
is not as well marked, with limited signage and intersection infrastructure.
▪ The study area accommodates segments of local bus routes that traverse through
residential streets as well as more direct routes via Seaby and Sloane Streets.
▪ The Western Highway also hosts the ‘V-Line’ coach service offering regional
connections to Melbourne and other rural townships. In this network, connectivity
is provided to Stawell and Stawell Railway Station via Seaby and Sloane Streets.
▪ The Stawell train station is located approximately 900m from the Seaby Street
intersection, generally within a walking distance of residential properties within the
UDF study area.
▪ There is generally limited pedestrian infrastructure within the Western Highway
study area. Pedestrian paths are provided on both sides of the road reserve
between the northern portal and Sutherland Street – approximately the midpoint
of the study area. Between there and the southern portal, no pedestrian paths are
provided.
▪ The distribution of pedestrian paths generally accord with land use patterns along
the Western Highway – not provided along the more industrial oriented southern
end of the corridor where pedestrian demand is possibly more limited.
▪ The Seaby Street intersection is the only intersection in the study area where
pedestrian paths are provided on all approaches to the intersection – further
emphasising it as a critical junction for both vehicles and pedestrians.
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The Seaby Street intersection is a major connection into the CBD

▪ In addition, larger public parking areas are found at Federation Park – containing
roadside toilet facilities, and to the rear of the historic Council buildings along the
Western Highway.
▪ Broadly, two ‘zones’ emerge within the study area – one with some provision for
pedestrian activity and others with little to none. This is influenced by footpaths but
also factors that influence the pedestrian experience including allotment sizes, land
use patterns, building types and street setback distances.

Key Implications

The carriageway is widest toward the Seaby Street intersection

▪ Seaby Street is the most significant intersection along the Highway
providing direct access into the town centre.
▪ There is limited signage or demarcation of key routes into the town
centre except for at Seaby Street.
▪ Noting the stone wall signs at the northern and southern highway
entrances, there are limited gateway signs into Stawell.
▪ While it is expected that a highway environment would be vehicle
oriented - there is limited infrastructure dedicated to safe pedestrian
and cyclist movement.
▪ The provision of services roads or side streets are important in
providing access options to property fronts that do not compete with
highway traffic.
▪ The carriageway varies in width along the highway, occupying only
8m of the 30m wide road reserve in its narrowest segments.

Laneways are common to the rear of properties fronting the highway
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3.0 Community & Stakeholder Consultation
3.1 Consultation Summary

Identity of the Highway

In June 2020, Hansen Partnership undertook community and stakeholder consultation
for the Stawell Town Plan. The purpose of the consultation was to determine the
important physical and social aspects of Stawell, issues and considerations when
planning for the future as well as potential ideas or solutions to challenges the
township currently faces.

A common theme across consultation feedback was the agreement that the Western
Highway presents as the first impression of Stawell, for both visitors and people
passing by. While a focus of discussion was about the state of this first impression
and how it can be enhanced to attract visitors off the highway and into the township,
it was also noted that the role of the highway is different to residents who already
know the qualities of Stawell that lay beyond the highway interface. As such, the
following points were key takeaways from the theme of the highways identity:

To ensure the consultation process was meaningful and easily understood by
participants, a series of themes were developed to target responses and generate
feedback. The topics include:
▪ Character and Identity
▪ Living in Stawell
▪ Growth and Prosperity
▪ Moving around Stawell
▪ Parks and Reserves
▪ A Vision for the Future
Hansen Partnership and Council curated a range of platforms for the community to be
informed and contribute to the future of the streets. Activities included:
Project website page with links to all documents and a question forum moderated by
Council.
▪ Online Survey open for 3 weeks.
▪ Interactive map to submit ideas and issues in specific locations.
▪ Community Bulletin distributed across social media platforms and posted to
residents.
▪ A promotional poster displayed across the town promoting the project and survey
link.
▪ 2 x community workshops held via Zoom with a total of 25 participants.
▪ 1 x Council and state agencies workshop held via Zoom.
A complete summary of the consultation feedback for the entire Stawell Town Plan
can be found within the Stawell Town Plan Discussion Paper (July, 2020). The
following summary relates to the key themes and issues for the Western Highway
precinct, as relates to the Urban Design Framework Plan.

▪ There is a view that the Western Highway is not a welcoming pitch due to its
image, and does Stawell a disservice. The overall ‘look’ needs improving to
enhance the first impression of the town, as there is currently a lack of inspiration
to turn off the Highway.
▪ There is also a common external perception that the extent of the highway is
Stawell, rather than the broader township beyond.
▪ There is a narrow opportunity for the Highway to make a good impression – less
than a minute before the opportunity to turn off is missed. Therefore, it is common
for people bypass the town through the Highway.
▪ There is a clear need to attract people from the highway into the township to
showcase the township as a whole.
▪ It was expressed that it can be challenging to have a beautiful highway particularly
along industrial outskirts of townships. Showing off industry along a highway
corridor isn’t a bad thing and can represent a vibrant economy. On the contrary, it
was acknowledged that the highway traverses through more urban settings where
there is opportunity to enhance its image.
▪ There are many great attributes of Stawell that could be celebrated along the
Highway such as the Grampians, history in gold mining and the Stawell Gift. There
is opportunity to celebrate the highway through Stawell as the ‘gateway to the
Grampians.’
▪ • There is opportunity for the landscape setting surrounding Stawell to be better
represented along the Western Highway. ‘Boulevard’ style tree plantings would be
a key ingredient to improving its presentation.
▪ • Future tree and vegetation planting along the highway should be considered
holistically with the township, to promote a consistent landscape image. The
highway would then provide an inviting ‘first impression’ that is consistent with the
township and surrounds.

▪ In contemplating a sculptural, artistic strategy for improving the Highway
presentation through Stawell, the industrial areas could also be integrated through
initiatives such as silo art or commissioned murals on industrial buildings that have
visibility to the road. Artistic initiatives would showcase community spirit and
township identity.
▪ Pleasant Creek to the northwest has undergone some improvement but could
still be further enhanced to celebrate and contribute to the ‘look and feel’ of the
western entrance.

Pedestrians & Vehicles
Pedestrian and vehicle movement through and across the highway for both
pedestrians and vehicles was a key theme from consultation feedback. There was
generally clear agreement that the UDF must consider ways to improve pedestrian
connectivity and safety, and provide a clearer hierarchy of vehicle connections into the
township. There were a range of views regarding how to manage these connections
– through means such as traffic lights or other strategies. Key takeaways regarding
pedestrian and vehicle connectivity were:
▪ A signalised intersection was supported from the perspective that could encourage
drivers to stop and visit the town. Seaby Street was frequently discussed as
a location that could support this – feeding visitors and residents into the well
presented street.
▪ Concern was expressed that traffic lights could lead to major delays in peak holiday
periods as demonstrated in Beaufort.
▪ A signalised crossing at Seaby Street would also alleviate pedestrian connectivity
and safety concerns across the highway.
▪ It was noted that VicRoads have expressed interest in investigating the potential
for a signalised intersection.
▪ The McDonalds site at the Seaby Street intersection presents significant traffic
congestion at peak times, that could be better managed through intersection
works at Seaby Street.
▪ Alternative options for pedestrian connectivity were discussed, such as additional
thresholds and central medians where pedestrian can cross halfway along the
highway.
▪ It was acknowledged that should the highway cater for visitors more in the future,
improved pedestrian crossings will be particularly important if there is an increase
in activity.
▪ On the contrary, there was reluctance regarding the signalisation with Seaby
Street. The proximity to residential areas was flagged as a potential issues, due to
the noise that will be generated through trucks slowing down to a complete stop.
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▪ A view was also raised that a traffic light would be contrary to bypass works
in Ararat, and that in the future a bypass would be built for Stawell to avoid a
signalised Seaby Street – resulting in the town being bypassed entirely.

▪ The Seaby Street intersection has a number of vacant/ underutilised lots that have
potential for new development that caters to travellers and benefits from being the
direct route to town.

▪ Strategies in other towns were discussed, including Lorne (noting its coastal
context) where 2 roundabouts at each end of the town are used to slow traffic
through the town without stopping it completely. This strategy would also have
implications for trucks, however it demonstrated a willingness to discuss a range of
options in dealing with the matter.

▪ There is a service station under construction near the new ‘Hungry Jacks’
development to the south east, which will provide additional services for traffic
moving through in a typical roadside setting. More public oriented space in the
future would be effective in complementing these types of services and facilities.

▪ The UDF should consider how the interchange will change access/appearance into
town.
▪ More broadly, the need for pedestrian safety was discussed particularly regarding
walking to school. As there are residential areas on both sides of the highway, it
needs to provide safety for students walking to school that need to cross it.

Pause Points & Destinations
The theme of the highway providing some ‘pause points’ and ‘destinations’ – rather
than strictly a thoroughfare, was a common theme in discussion. The majority of
feedback acknowledged its role as a national highway, as well as maintaining the CBD
as the central activity node, but were in agreement that in providing opportunity for
visitors to stop along the highway has benefits in promoting Stawell’s identity and
encouraging movement into the township. As such, the following points were key
takeaways from the discussion:
▪ A traffic light at Seaby would provide a pause point and opportunity to capture an
audience into the township through image and signage
▪ Previously, a visitor centre concept along the Highway has been tried but didn’t
justify the amount of people that stopped there. Perhaps an architecturally
designed public toilet could combine with visitor information to help draw visitors
into town, particularly as Stawell will be the first town on the highway from
Melbourne after bypass works at Ararat and Beaufort.
▪ There was generally a reluctance for no more fast food businesses on highway.
Consider healthier food options for people passing through which could also assist
in the township presentation along the highway.
▪ There is a need to provide adequate truck rest stops and amenities, particularly
for female drivers who may feel vulnerable using the current facilities provided in
Stawell and other towns along the highway.
▪ The bakery along the highway (near Sutherland Street) near is a key stopping/rest
point and has succeeded during lockdown given the increase in freight travelling
between Melbourne and Adelaide.

▪ The UDF needs to confirm the preferred land uses and design guidelines for new
development along the highway frontage.

Integration with Stawell
While there was considerable feedback regarding the experience of along the
highway and the overall township of Stawell, a key part of the discussion looked at
how the highway and the township are connected. This particularly focused on the
key connections between the CBD and the highway. As such, the following points
were key takeaways from the theme of integration between the two project areas:

▪ The signalisation of Seaby Street will improve safety but needs to also consider
noise impacts to residential areas, due to trucks slowing down to stop.
▪ It is challenging to make a last-minute decision to turn off the Highway into
Stawell. Therefore, incentive to turn off should be in advance of key connections
such as Seaby Street, emphasizing the importance for the highway corridor to be
considered along its full length through the township.
▪ More signage or entry gestures are required to prompt drivers to turn off into town.
Locations in the broader setting, ie. a few kilometres either side of the town, to
reference Stawell should be considered.
▪ It was discussed that visitors often search for facilities along London Road and end
up at the library in the CBD, due to the lack of services along the Western Highway.
▪ Feature signage is a key ambition to improve the connectivity and image of the
township along the highway corridor.

▪ Seaby Street was described as the best presented link to Stawell from the
highway, lined with residential areas and traversing past the VHR central park and
arriving at the CBD
▪ The highway needs to draw visitors into town from major roads including London
Road, Seaby Street and potentially Playford Street.
▪ London Road an important junction to provide wayfinding to town centre and
information centre. While the London Road experience is pleasant through its
landscape and agricultural setting, there is a consensus that the ‘Caspers’ park
renders it a poorly presented township entrance.
▪ From the outside along the highway, the hidden secrets of Stawell are hidden.
Future plans should acknowledge that travellers along the highway only see the
uses and buildings visible along the journey and may not know about the rich
history and character tucked away.
▪ What attracts tourists is different to what might be attractive to residents. While
there is merit in the highway being attractive for directing visitors into the town,
the experience is different for residents who use the highway purely for transit as
they already know where they’re going.
▪ A tourism focus might not be as important for full-time residents, whom might
benefit more from more ‘local’ upgrades such as better integration between areas
on either side of the highway.

Hansen Partnership Pty Ltd, Tim Nott & Martyn Group
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3.2 Summary of Findings
The background analysis for the Western Highway study area found the following key
implications for developing an Urban Design Framework. The key implications related
to the themes of Urban Structure, Built Form, Land Use & Activity, Landscape &
Environment and Access & Movement.

Landscape, Public Realm & Environment

These key implications provide a blueprint in understanding the opportunities and
considerations in the development of an Urban Design Framework to guide future
change and development of the Western Highway corridor.

▪ There is a distinct change in landscape character along the journey of the highway.
The southeast exhibits a rural, bush landscape character, shifting to a township
garden setting to the northwest.

Urban Structure

▪ Views to the Grampians can be experienced between vacant allotments at key
intersections. These views contribute to wayfinding and identify of the town.

▪ Lot sizes and the layout of blocks south of Sutherland Street are generally mixed.
▪ Blocks between Playford and Sutherland Street are more consistent due to similar
shaped, sized and oriented lots forming blocks.
▪ There are a number of vacant allotments throughout the Western Highway study
area, on mixed lot sizes presenting new development opportunities.
Land Use & Activity
▪ The highway is mixed in building character and function, with distinct precincts
along it’s length leading to the central township arrival core surrounding Seaby
Street.
▪ Limited uses cater to the needs of travellers and short term visitors.
▪ There is a strong presence of uses relating to industry and business for the
township and surrounding rural areas, particularly in the southern half of the
highway study area.
▪ The role of the road as a national highway at the edge of a historic township is
unclear in its land use and activity distribution.
▪ There is a need to ensure retail uses along the highway do not undermine the
town centre and should provide different types of retail to ensure there is a clear
distinction.
Built Form
▪ The built form character along the Western Highway is mixed throughout, but
broadly transitions between character areas defined by land use patterns and the
layout of allotments and blocks.
▪ The highway study area is bookended by large warehouse buildings both to the
north and south.
▪ Between Playford and Sutherland Street, building types and character are
consistent with that of adjoining residential areas.
▪ Historic buildings are key to the image of the central area near Seaby Street.
▪ The presentation of buildings do not play a role in defining entrances or key routes
into the township.
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▪ There is limited canopy tree planting in the road reserve contributing to the arrival
experience into and through the township.

▪ Topographic changes along the highway contribute to the arrival experience into
Stawell.
▪ The high level of heavy commercial vehicles resulting in noise and exhaust fumes
has impact on pedestrian amenity and sense of safety.

Western Highway Opportunities
In summary, the key implications combine to form the below key
directions for developing the Urban Design Framework:
▪ There is opportunity to enhance the township entries through signage
and landscaping gestures.
▪ There is opportunity to continue the landscape character approach the
township and surrounding, through the Highway to enhance its image.
▪ Future landscaping and public realm upgrades should consider
how the topography and bends in the road alignment can facilitate
wayfinding and the visual experience through the township.

Access & Movement

▪ There is opportunity to improve pedestrian amenity and safety along
and across the Highway.

▪ While there are several key roads into the town, there is limited directional signage
guiding travellers to amenities, or the town centre from the highway.

▪ The Seaby Street intersection presents a significant upgrade
opportunity to improve traffic flow and pedestrian safety at a critical
wayfinding intersection.

▪ Seaby Street is the most significant intersection along the Highway providing direct
access into the CBD.

▪ Building on the existing heritage fabric, reinforce Stawell’s identity
along the Highway, to foster a stronger connection to the township.

▪ Noting the stone wall signs at the northern and southern highway entrances, there
are limited entry ‘gestures’ celebrating the arrival into Stawell.

▪ Vacant sites along the highway that present development
opportunities for new businesses that complement the role of the road
as a national highway.

▪ While it is expected that a highway environment would be car oriented - there is
limited infrastructure dedicated to safe pedestrian and cyclist connectivity.

▪ Local and regional tourism attractions could be better signposted and
celebrated in the image of the Western Highway through Stawell.

▪ The provision of rear access lanes are important in providing alternate vehicle
access options to property fronts that compete with highway traffic movement.

▪ There is opportunity to both direct visitors into the township as well
as provide more visitor facilities and pause points along the highway.

▪ The carriageway varies in width along the highway, occupying only 8m of the 30m
wide road reserve in its narrowest segments.

The map overleaf illustrates these key themes and directions.
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4.0 Recommendations
4.1 Vision & Objectives
A vision for the Western Highway, was developed with reference to consultation with
the local community and key stakeholders.

Stawell will be the most memorable and attractive
town along the Western Highway between
Melbourne an Adelaide. It will be a tourism node
and pause point for regional tourism traffic, directing
travellers to key destinations in the township and
broader region through clearly defined township
gateways and wayfinding signage.
Retail and commercial uses along the highway will
complement the town centre to provide a full range of
urban services for residents and visitors of Stawell.
New development will complement the role of the
National Highway and present high-quality frontages
that speak to the important landscape and built form
qualities found within the township.

Intersection of Playford Street and Western Highway
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The Urban Design Framework seeks to deliver the vision through a series of
overarching objectives. The primary objectives for the Western Highway include:
▪ To establish clearly defined gateways and preferred access routes into the town
centre at strategic locations along the Highway.
▪ To define uses, destinations and business opportunities along the highway which
promote Stawell within the wider tourism region.
▪ To provide guidance for the preferred type of commercial development on
underutilised or vacant sites along the highway.
▪ To improve the amenity, presentation and environmental values of the highway
road reserve.
▪ To enhance existing public open space assets to offer respite and recreation to the
local community and visitors to Stawell.
▪ To maintain key views and outlook to environmental surrounds including the
Grampians National Park through design guidelines for new development and public
realm interventions.
▪ To protect and enhance heritage places on the highway to strengthen the legibility
of Stawell’s identity.
▪ To provide for the safe movement and crossing of vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists
facilitating convenient access to services and destinations along the highway.
▪ To provide clear design guidance for the presentation and quality of new
development (of varying typologies and uses) along the highway frontage.

Pleasant Creek Historic Precinct along Western Highway

Existing Gateway Sign to south of Stawell
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Possible intersection upgrade
Gateways
Visitor destination
Business precincts
Rural landscape character
Township avenue planting
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4.3 Urban Design Framework
Land Use

Built Form

Establishing parameters for the location and type of land uses along the highway
provides coherence for visitors and travellers as they travel through the township.

Providing built form parameters for new development ensures the ambition for a high
quality highway presentation is fully understood by Council, land owners and the
community.

▪ Establish 3 rest stop nodes catering to the varying needs of travellers including:
▪ Federation Park: Enhancing the environmental tourism potential of Stawell near
the turn off to Halls Gap, through the establishment of an nature-oriented rest
stop at the edge of Pleasant Creek. This will include a new public amenities
building, improved picnic facilities, interpretive signage and walking trails.
▪ Pleasant Creek Historical Precinct at Seaby Street: Providing an urban-based
rest stop with access to hospitality, tourism focused retail, tourism information
and township history complementing the existing uses within the precinct.
The rest stop will include wayfinding signage and public realm upgrades which
showcase the important heritage buildings.
▪ Sutherland Street Precinct: Formalising the road reserve adjacent to existing
hospitality uses for heavy vehicle parking and improved safety, located at the
edge of the Industry & Services precinct of the highway.

▪ Establish built form guidelines for the varying land use precincts that targets
streetscape presentation having regard to materials/ colours, landscaping, signage,
vehicle access and parking. Refer to Chapter 4.5 for design guidelines.
▪ Ensure new development respects the existing scale of surrounding built form
and the rural character of the township, including the protection of views to the
Grampians National Park and the Pleasant Creek Heritage Precinct.
▪ Strengthen building frontages around the Seaby Street intersection with reduced
street setbacks providing improved passive surveillance and pedestrian activation at
key visitor nodes.
▪ Encourage finer grain built form surrounding the Seaby Street intersection that
reinforces the township character.

▪ Balance the land use priorities between the highway and town centre ensuring
local retail is focused in the town centre and tourism uses are assigned to the
highway.

▪ Ensure new development between Sutherland Street and Austin Street responds
to the front garden character of surrounding sites through attractive, landscaped
frontages and parking located to the rear or screened from the street.

▪ Establish clear land use precincts along the Highway study area comprising:

▪ Ensure that new development engages positively with the presentation of the
highway through low-scale buildings and high-quality material palettes to improve
the highway presentation and driver experience into the township.

▪ Western Business Gateway: support larger retail forms suited to large sites and
exposed highway frontages, with buildings set in a native landscape setting.
▪ Highway Core: Support the retention and upgrade of motels and
accommodation as well as small-medium sized businesses and tourismbased retailing between Sutherland Street and Austin Street. Retain tourism
information and township historical information within the Pleasant Creek
Historical Precinct.
▪ Industry and Services: support the clustering of service stations, local
businesses, car sales and hospitality uses for freight transport between
Sutherland and Sloane Streets.
▪ Rural Industrial: Retain industry and manufacturing on large sites, screened by
native canopy vegetation between the highway and service road.
▪ Continue to support the clustering of tourism and visitor retail uses surrounding the
information centre frontage to both sides of the highway.
▪ Seek to redevelop vacant/ underutilised commercial land surrounding the Seaby
Street intersection for highway oriented local businesses and services. Consider
highway oriented hospitality uses adjacent to the Historic Precinct.
▪ Support the location of service stations in key locations to the south-east of Seaby
Street (aside from the existing use on the north-east corner) ensuring these uses
do not dominate the highway frontage.
▪ Discourage uses which require multiple crossovers onto the highway.
▪ Discourage heavy-industrial or manufacturing uses on highly exposed sites.
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Existing hospitality use at Austin Street

▪ Ensure new development to the south of Sutherland street integrates generous front
setbacks to accommodate landscaping that responds to the rural, native bushland
character of the precinct.
▪ Ensure any new development with an interface to Federation Park is orientated
to activate the open space and increase passive surveillance. Blank walls and
impermeable fences should be avoided.
▪ Ensure all development comprises windows and entries positioned to building
frontages and are legible from the highway.

Existing cafe within heritage building in Historic Precinct

▪ Where car parking is located in site frontages on larger sites, ensure the perception
of impermeable surfaces is reduced through landscape and pavement treatments.
▪ Ensure business signage is integrated into the design of the building.
▪ Ensure pole signs are a considered component of the site plan and are integrated
with landscaping to manage visual amenity at close range.
▪ Buildings should be designed to a minimum 6-star energy rating and reflect
Environmentally Sustainable Design (ESD) principles.
▪ New development should integrate renewable energy sources into the design of
buildings to reduce the carbon footprint of site operations
▪ Energy efficient material selections such as durable and/ or recycled materials and
organic compounds to achieve a sustainable outcome are encouraged.

Existing big box retailer to Western Gateway Precinct
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Access & Movement
The key access and movement considerations for the Western Highway Urban Design
Framework are improving safety for all road users, recognising and maintaining
the important movement function of the Highway, and providing clear and direct
pathways and opportunities for traffic to access the local street network and
surrounding land uses.
Recommendations included within the UDF Framework precinct have been designed
to address a set of objectives addressing safety, access and connections, including:
▪ Ensure that access and interaction between the precinct and wider Stawell
township and the Western Highway is safe with clear priority and pathways.
▪ Mitigate the effect of the Western Highway as a barrier for all modes of northsouth movement within the precinct.
▪ Strengthen the intersection of Seaby Street and the Western Highway and
surrounding area as a key focal point, or front door, to the township for visitors.
▪ Minimise the need for commercial and industrial traffic to utilise the local street
network as a means of access to the precinct.
▪ Improve and promote connectivity between the Western Highway and Stawell
destinations, in particular via London Road and Playford Street.
The recommendations included in the framework along with a brief justification and
explanation are as follows:
▪ Define three preferred access routes between the Western Highway and Stawell
township/town centre catering to a range of vehicle and trip types and destinations
including via:
▪ Seaby Street: the central gateway providing a safe and obvious stopping
point and access for visitors to the Pleasant Creek Historical Precinct, visitor
information and other local amenities.
▪ Playford Street: the preferred long-vehicle access route for traffic from the
west seeking to visit the town centre via Barnes Street or continue north or
east via Scallan Street or Darlington Road. This route can also extend around
the periphery of the town to connect to the south via Patrick Street and London
Road.
▪ London Road: the preferred access route into the town centre for traffic from
the east off the Western Highway. It is anticipated this access route would be/
is utilised predominantly by local and regular users and is also suited to long
vehicles.
▪ Enhance the tourism role of Federation Park to the north and the Pleasant Creek
Historical precinct by establishing clearer vehicle connections with the town centre
and a stronger presence (including safer access and better-defined stopping areas)
on the Western Highway. The aim is to encourage greater integration with Stawell
businesses and traveller destinations.

▪ Undertake further engagement with Regional Roads Victoria to determine a
preferred option for the future design and layout of Seaby Street intersection to
provide improved safety for vehicles turning onto and off the highway as well as
addressing the barrier presented by the highway for safe pedestrian and traffic
crossing movements.
▪ Engage with Regional Roads Victoria to investigate opportunities for pedestrian
safety improvements along the frontage of the Pleasant Creek historic precinct to
protect visitors from highway traffic.
▪ Improve truck and long vehicle parking access and capacity in preferred locations
close to necessary amenities, services, accommodation and hospitality sites.
▪ Provide safe and efficient access to visitor parking (including provision for long
vehicle parking) at:
▪ Federation Park including the consideration of turning lanes from the highway.
▪ the Visitor Information Centre frontage.

View from Historic Precinct frontage

▪ Promote and manage a local access routes parallel to the Western Highway along
Darcy Street and Leslie Street to provide alternative and convenient access routes
to local businesses and services. It is recommended the design of these streets
promotes a low speed environment and seeks to mitigate any adverse impacts on
local residents and parking.
▪ Upgrade the School Crossing near Cooper Street to improve visibility and safety for
pedestrians.
▪ As property use changes or sites develop, seek to consolidate, reduce, or relocate
vehicle crossovers to businesses along highway frontages to minimise pedestrian
vehicle conflict and provide opportunity for additional street trees.
▪ In order to reduce the numbers of active intersections on the Western Highway,
discourage heavy commercial or industrial traffic from using the local street
network, and encourage use of the State Arterial network and reduce vehicle
conflict and improve the legibility of preferred access into the township, consider
restricting access from the local street network to the Western Highway as
follows:

Existing service road along the southern industrial precinct

▪ Closure of access to/from the northern side of the Griffith Street intersection to the
Western Highway. (This would need to be timed to coincide with the delivery of
the Lake Road level crossing upgrade).
▪ Implement right-turn bans for all vehicle movements at the Western Highway
intersections with Forster Street/Longfield Street, Sutherland Street, Burgh Street,
Leslie Street and Griffiths Street (south side access), Austin Street (north side
side) allowing left in/left out movements only.

Vehicle access into Federation Park
Hansen Partnership Pty Ltd, Tim Nott & Martyn Group
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Highway Presentation & Wayfinding
The image and identity of the highway road reserve (public realm) plays an important
role in drawing visitors and businesses into the township. The journey along the
highway presents varying character precincts, defined by land use, road condition and
landscape. It is important that the UDF reinforces these varying highway character
precincts while enhancing the presentation through appropriate safety interventions
and aesthetic upgrades along the road reserve.
▪ Retain and enhance the outer township gateways at the southern and western
industrial precincts and establish new inner township gateways to provide
clearer wayfinding to visitor destinations and directions into the town centre. The
inner gateway entries should be located near Playford Street (east-bound) and
Sutherland Street (west-bound).
▪ Establish an additional outer township gateway at the proposed London Road
intersection upgrade, guiding vehicles into the town centre via London Road and
highlighting rest stop/visitor destinations along the highway in the township.
▪ Prepare a highway signage strategy that manages the design and location of both
vehicle & pedestrian wayfinding signage in a cohesive approach and seeks to:

▪ Retain and enhance the rural landscape character of the industrial precinct to the
south of Sutherland Street as well as to the north of Austin Street and through
planting clusters of native trees.
▪ Implement new street trees/avenue planting (of a complementary native species
palette) along the road reserve between Austin Street (north-west) Sutherland
Street (south-east).
▪ Upgrade and enhance the public realm at key intersections which may include
the integration of native landscape garden beds in kerb outstands or nature strips
integrated with potential intersection reconfigurations or vehicle restrictions for
non-essential highway access routes (as identified in the Access section). Where
public realm upgrades are identified on key access roads into the township,
landscaping should be integrated with wayfinding signage.
▪ Revitalize the public realm surrounding the Seaby Street intersection in
coordination with the intersection upgrade which considers:
▪ Replace grasses nature strip with new paving & feature native planting and trees.

▪ Define the design of gateway signage (outer and inner locations) along the
highway which complements the history and identity of the township.

▪ Integrate a public art node and wayfinding signage visitor services to the
northwest corner.

▪ Defines the design and location of new pedestrian-oriented wayfinding signage
between Seaby Street and Federation Park to encourage walking between rest
stop nodes.

▪ Implement a public forecourt to the frontage of the historic precinct to encourage
gathering and activation of the building frontage.

▪ Provides branded signage to key destinations in the township (off the highway)
and visitor rest stops along the highway.
▪ Refer to Chapter 4.5 for gateway signage guidelines to aid in the development of
the signage strategy.
▪ Support the gradual upgrade of the road reserve for kerb and channel consistent
with the C2Z designation of land from Sloane Street in the south to Sutherland
Street and Foster Street to Seaby Street (north side). This includes the
implementation of footpaths, nature strips for tree platning to both sides.
▪ Upgrade the pedestrian footpath on the south side of the Highway between
Federation Park and Seaby Street to encourage walking between 2 visitor service
nodes. This may include the extension of footpath width (3m preferred) to cater to
pedestrian movement in both directions.
▪ Upgrade the footpath and surrounds at the drainage easement bridge to provide
a clear pedestrian pathway (void of obstacles). This will require the relocation of a
power pole currently positioned in the footpath.
▪ Investigate the opportunity to revitalize the drainage easement at the bridge with
new landscaping and tree planting to improve the visual amenity of the highway
and screen back of house uses to businesses.

Existing Major Promotion Sign

▪ Revitalize the Federation Park frontage to the highway with a dense, low level
landscape buffer and wayfinding signage to rest stop parking and facilities at the
corner with Playford Street.
▪ Encourage the use of outdoor areas around historic precinct and vacant sites for
outdoor seating or events in association with adaptive reuse of this important
precinct.
▪ Support major promotional signage in key locations that do not detract from the
character of built form or conceal key views to heritage buildings or Grampians
National Park from the highway.

Highway experience toward the Western gateway

▪ Retain a landscape buffer and potential landscape berm to the future residential
precinct to the northeast of the highway to the south of Sloane Street to protect
the rural landscape character of the highway entry and manage noise/visual
amenity for future residents.
The following page provides a Framework diagram illustrating the key
recommendations of the UDF.

Public realm condition at Pleasant Creek Historic Precinct
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4.4 Indicative Concept Designs
Federation Park
Federation Park is identified as a key destination within the study area, having the
opportunity to improve its function and appearance as a nature-based rest stop at the
periphery of the township in the north-west.

Key Issues
The key issues to consider in the redesign of the Federation Park precinct can be
summarised as:
▪ Access to the site is difficult to interpret, while there are 2 crossovers encouraging
the circulation of vehicles entering and exiting, the crossover at the park (northwest) is typically utilised for both entry and exit.
▪ The presentation of the reserve from the highway is not enticing for visitors and
lacks meaningful native vegetation that responds to the environmental surrounds or
wayfinding signage to encourage travellers to stop.
▪ The car park is a highly dominant feature of the park and could be formalised to
reduce the extent of hard surfaces.
▪ The public toilet building is outdated, small and highly exposed in the centre of the
car park resulting in an unappealing location for visitors to stop.
▪ The BBQ facilities are located in an enclosed shed which shield views toward
Pleasant Creek.

Within the park, an architecturally design public amenities building will be located to
the northwest. The building should appear as a lightweight pavilion structure, utilising
natural materials such as timber battens and or stone. The building will be set in
native landscape surrounds with accessible pathways providing pedestrian access
from the car park and other park functions.
The relocation of the public toilets enables safer movement of pedestrians between
the car park and park functions by reducing potential conflict between pedestrians
and vehicles. This allows the eastern corner of the reserve fronting the highway
and Playford Street to provide sensitively designed signage and landscape guiding
travellers into the reserve. A small area will be retained for pop-up hospitality uses
such as a coffee van to benefit from exposure to the highway.
The barbecue facilities will also be upgraded to comprise a lightweight shelter that
is designed to respond to the environmental surrounds while allowing open views
toward Pleasant Creek. A small nature-based playground will be positioned adjacent
to the picnic area for children and families to use. The design of the playground will
draw on inspiration from Pleasant Creek and the Grampians National Park.
All visitor uses within the reserve will be connected by a legible path network that
connects with the existing Pleasant Creek circuit. Visitor facilities and recreational
activities will be combined in a cohesive parkland reserve.

Key Actions

▪ The playground facilities are outdated for use by children and families.

1. Consolidate and reconfigure vehicle access into the reserve, including the
rearrangement of car parking to improve safety and circulation.

▪ There is little in the way of interpretive or information signage about Pleasant Creek
and the Stawell township.

2. Provide a right-turn lane for east bound traffic from the highway into Playford Street
extension while retaining 2 through lanes in the existing road reserve.

Design Intent

3. Provide long bay / caravan parking for caravans long the Playford Street extension
accommodating a turning circle to maximise safety of moving vehicles.

The intent of the revitalisation of Federation Park is to enhance its role and amenity
as a premier visitor rest stop along the Western Highway between Melbourne and
Adelaide. The rest stop will take advantage of its natural environmental surrounds,
providing a peaceful and scenic location for travellers to stop and stretch their legs.
An important consideration in the design of Federation Park is providing improved
vehicle access to the site while minimising the number of crossovers or access points
onto the highway. The new vehicle access should seek to utilise the existing street to
the east (Playford Street extension) to enable the convenient circulation and parking
of vehicles including caravans.
The new access arrangement enables the reinstatement of the highway frontage to
open space, currently used as vehicle access into the park, allowing for a buffer of low
native planting and Gateway signage node presented to the road reserve.
The car park will be reconfigured as a more formal parking arrangement to better
reduce the extent of underutilised vehicle space and improve pedestrian safety to
uses within the site, acknowledging the area will cater to families and children.

Presentation of vehicle entry into Federation Park

4. Relocate and upgrade the public amenities building for an architecturally designed
building that response to the environmental surrounds and is a feature within the
reserve.

Picnic tables and walking trail signage at Pleasant Creek

5. Upgrade the BBQ and picnic facilities providing a new sensitively design shelter that
allows for views toward Pleasant Creek.
6. Establish a legible and accessible pedestrian path network that connects with the
Pleasant Creek circuit trail and offers wayfinding signage to uses and features in
the reserve.
7. Establish a gateway feature at the eastern corner with landscaping and signage
directing travellers to the reserve.
8. Provide a mobile hospitality pop-up area to cater to visitors.
9. Investigate opportunity to implement an electric vehicle recharge station in the
reconfigured car park to cater to the emerging electric vehicle market.
Existing enclosed BBQ facilities and playground to car park frontage
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Indicative concept plan
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This precinct concept plan is an indicative illustration
of design ideas and recommendations for the potential
future upgrade of an important destination along the
Western Highway. This plan will be used to undertake
further investigations with relevant stakeholders and is
subject to design detail.
Example of a nature play area (WAX Design & Phillips Pilkington Architects)
Hansen Partnership Pty Ltd, Tim Nott & Martyn Group
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Indicative perspective illustration
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Pleasant Creek Historic Precinct & Seaby Street
Intersection
The intersection of Seaby Street and the Western Highway has been identified as
a key point in the access and connectivity network within the study area. There is
opportunity to improve its function and appearance to promote Seaby Street as the
main township entrance and to provide a stronger ‘first impression’ of the town along
the highway.

Key Issues
The key issues to consider in the redesign of the Seaby Street intersection can be
summarised as:
▪ While Seaby Street presents as a key connection into the township, access to
and from Seaby Street presents some safety risks given the volume, speed and
proportion of heavy vehicles traveling as through traffic on the Western Highway.
▪ There is limited opportunity for drivers to make ‘last minute’ decisions to slow
down, pull over and beside the highway.
▪ While there is existing parallel parking along the southern side of the highway,
access to and from these bays can be difficult with safety concerns due to the
proximity, volume and proportion of heavy vehicle travelling along the Highway.
▪ There is little in the way of interpretive or information signage about the Pleasant
Creek Historical Precinct, the Stawell township and broader connections to the
Grampians.
▪ The heritage buildings in the Historic Precinct present an aesthetically pleasing
interface to the highway and reference the townships history, however there is
limited opportunity for Western Highway through traffic to engage with uses in this
precinct.
▪ The highway represents a significant barrier to pedestrian, cycling and traffic
movement given the limited crossing opportunities and type, volume and speeds of
vehicles passing through Stawell.
▪ The landscaped area to the rear of the historical society has a poor visual
relationship with the highway interface.
▪ The identity and location of the visitor information centre is unclear.
▪ Vacant and underutilised corner allotments at the intersection are a missed
opportunity to mark this important Stawell intersection and attract visitors.

Design Intent
The intent of the signalisation of the Seaby Street intersection and revitalisation of the
Pleasant Creek Historical Precinct is to recognise its role as a key access point and
destination into the township, taking advantage significant heritage buildings which
form part of Stawell’s identity.

Providing clearer, safer and more attractive wayfinding opportunities to the
Town Centre and historic precinct rest-stop will contribute to the improved ‘first
impressions’ of Stawell along the highway corridor. The historical precinct will build
on the important heritage attributes and unify the area between Seaby and Griffiths
Street as a key visitor destination, in association with the Information Centre, where
historical and present-day Stawell is celebrated.
Acknowledging Regional Roads Victoria’s ambition to signalise the Seaby Street
intersection. Further liaison with RRV is warranted to identify any opportunities to
manage pedestrian and vehicle safety along the frontage of the precinct. The concept
design seeks to encourage visitors to park the rear of the buildings in a designated
area through wayfinding signage along the highway.
Future built form on vacant sites will present a commercial interface to the highway
and adjoining streets, with car parking offset by landscape areas that contribute
to an enhanced landscaped setting. It is envisaged that an anchor visitor oriented
hospitality-retail use could be accommodated on the western corner to complement
existing uses and draw travellers into the precinct.

Existing road condition to frontage of heritage buildings

Seaby Street can capitalise on its width for new avenue style tree planting, while still
maintaining it’s traffic movement function, fostering a strong visual connection to the
town centre, drawing in locals and visitors through the premier township entrance.

Key Actions
1. Regional Roads Victoria to manage the signalisation of the Seaby Street
intersection to provide safer, clearer and improved vehicle and pedestrian
connections through and into Stawell.
2. Liaise with Regional Roads Victoria to investigate opportunities to improve
pedestrian safety along the highway frontage.
3. Enhance the visitor information centre with new signage, landscaping and a
pedestrian ‘plaza’ at the building frontage to draw visitors into the area and provide
a space to gather.
4. Establish a bold gateway node at the south west corner of the intersection
comprising landscaping and signage that celebrates the surrounding heritage
buildings, broader township and regional tourism context of the Grampians.

Existing Seaby Street intersection looking toward Pleasant Creek Historic Precinct

5. Establish clear and accessible pathways throughout the precinct that connects car
parking to visitor activities and building entries.
6. Establish branded pedestrian wayfinding signage throughout the precinct to provide
directions to car parking from the highway and direct pedestrians to activities
including a new stopover picnic area in garden surrounds.
7. Ensure new buildings provide active frontages to the highway to provide improved
pedestrian amenity and connectivity between footpaths and businesses. Seek to
provide vehicle access to side streets or rear laneways.
8. Establish a vehicle circuit around the precinct upgrading existing laneways to
ensure vehicles use the intersection to turn back onto the highway after exiting the
precinct to avoid vehicle conflict.

Existing car park to rear of Historic Precinct
Hansen Partnership Pty Ltd, Tim Nott & Martyn Group
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Indicative concept plan
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This precinct concept plan is an indicative illustration
of design ideas and recommendations for the potential
future upgrade of an important destination along the
Western Highway. This plan will be used to undertake
further investigations with relevant stakeholders and is
subject to design detail.
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4.5 Design Guidelines
It is important that new development along the Western Highway is of a high quality
and speaks to the important built form and landscape characteristics of Stawell.
These design guidelines are not intended to be mandatory provisions for new
development, they are instead a series of design suggestions to provide applicants
and Council with a foundation for important elements and considerations to achieve
good urban design outcomes along the highway.

Precinct 1

Western Commercial Gateway
The Western Gateway precinct is defined by the wide, open setting around Federation
Park merging with a more urban environment of Stawell’s residential edges and large
format retail buildings. It is the main portal into Stawell from the Horsham direction
and also provides key connectivity to the Grampians National Park. The precinct has
significant opportunities to improve its function as a point of entrance, pausing and
departure into Stawell.

Preferred Building Typologies
▪ Medium- larger format retail, commercial and tourism uses
▪ Motels and accommodation

Height & Massing

Highway Presentation

▪ New built form should not exceed 2 storeys (9m).

▪ New development should maintain a sense of spaciousness through general
setbacks to all boundaries to enable the planting of trees and landscape.

▪ Setbacks to side and rear boundaries should have regard to adjoining uses,
particularly residential uses and ensure there will be no adverse amenity impacts.
▪ Buildings should be of a low site coverage to ensure space between buildings for
landscape and views.

Building Design
▪ The design of new commercial buildings should be well proportioned with respect
to the grain of surrounding built form and include high quality details such as
articulated entries and window openings to the highway frontage.
▪ Arrange the building form and the facade detail of large format commercial
development to respond to the local context.
▪ Provide a transition in scale where large format commercial development is
adjacent to residential streets and areas.
▪ Encourage contemporary design that draws inspiration from landscape and built
form character.
▪ New built form should incorporate high quality, durable finishes and textures which
reflect the rural character of the municipality. Including but not limited to brick,
stone and timber products.

▪ Provide a minimum 3m street setback for landscape (in addition to any proposed
car parking) to provide opportunity of the continuation of the landscape character
of the highway.
▪ For corner lots, provide a minimum 3m setback to each street frontage. Front
setbacks can be increased to incorporate visitor car parking including the 3m
landscape provision.
▪ For corner sites, buildings should address both street frontages and avoid the
presentation of blank, inactive walls.
▪ Ensure entrances to buildings are oriented to the street frontage and are legible
from long range views across the street and that windows are incorporated into
the building frontage.
▪ Ensure service related structures are not visible from the street. This includes
storage areas, bin receptacles, services meters, air conditioners, solar panels and
hot water systems.
▪ Where accommodation uses are proposed, front setbacks should incorporate
landscaping for privacy and contribution to the highway image.

▪ The material palette of new buildings has consideration towards muted, earthy
tones, which are consistent with the rural or landscape character of the township.
▪ Reference the surrounding landscape attributes and environmental assets in the
design of new tourism and amenity facilities at Federation Park.

Precinct identification
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Example of permeable materials integrated with solid materials to define entries

Example of car park with landscaping, defined spaces and footpaths to building entries
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Vehicle management

Landscape and fencing

Signage

▪ Encourage a maximum of 1 crossover to each site to limit the number of access
points along the highway. Where sites benefit from a service road or corner
location, 2 crossovers are supported.

▪ Filter the natural lanscape attributes of Federation Park and established roadside
canopy vegetation through the Western Highway in the public realm and within
front setbacks.

▪ Feature entry signage should be sited southbound to clearly celebrate the arrival
into the township.

▪ Consolidate vehicle access to a single entrance in accommodation development.

▪ Front setbacks are to include canopy trees and garden beds as well as clearly
identified pedestrian paths from car parking.

▪ Ensure on-site car parking is located to have a minimal visual impact to the
streetscape. Where possible, avoid parking between building frontages and the
street.
▪ On-site car parking should ensure vehicle access is designed to prioritise
pedestrian movement and safety. Seek to implement design treatments such as
pedestrian crossings within onsite car parks to maximise pedestrian safety and
wayfinding to building entries.
▪ Loading and unloading areas should be sited away from the highway frontage.
Seek to locate on-site where possible.
▪ In large format retail development, locate access points for loading bays and waste
collection, and site storage areas away from pedestrian priority streets, paths and
residential areas.

Example of a commercial form with multple openings and integrated signage across a broad frontage

▪ Landscape interventions should be low maintenance and utilise drought tolerant
species where possible.
▪ Where a site presents a side interface to a major road, boundary planting should be
implemented to screen storage and industrial activity.
▪ The landscape theme should include the use of semi-mature trees and shrubs of
native varieties.
▪ Use landscape treatments to reduce the visual impact of blank walls and large
areas of car parking in large format commercial and accommodation development.

▪ Feature signage should reference the Grampians, particularly when signposting
routes to Halls Gap via Grampians Road.
▪ Establish an entry feature at the eastern corner of Federatopm Park with
landscaping and signage directing travellers to the reserve.
▪ Business identification signage should be integrated into overall design of buildings
as to not be overly dominant or cause visual clutter in the street.
▪ Signage should not protrude about the parapet and be sited below the building
eave.
▪ Freestanding or pole signs are discouraged.
▪ The proportion and scale of signage should complement the prevailing signage
character in the streetscape.
▪ Where illuminated signs are proposed, ensure light spill to nearby residential land is
avoided.

Example of commercial building with defined pedestrian entrances from car park

Example of landscape to building frontages

Hansen Partnership Pty Ltd, Tim Nott & Martyn Group
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Precinct 2
Central Highway Commercial & Pleasant Creek
Historical Precinct
The Highway Central precinct anchored by the Seaby Street intersection is identified
as a key visitor and community destination within the study area. It is also the major
access route into the town centre from the Western Highway. The precinct has
significant opportunities to improve its function and role as a township focused rest
stop that also encourages visitors to access the town centre while improving the
safety of vehicles and pedestrians at the intersection.

Height & Form
▪ New commercial built form on large strategic corner sites (as identified in the
framework plan) should not exceed 3 storeys (11m) comprising a recessive third
level to ensure buildings are not dominant in the street view.
▪ Where adjacent to heritage sites, new development should retain views to heritage
features including rooflines and verandas from the highway and preserve space
between buildings.

▪ The material palette of new buildings should have consideration towards muted,
earthy tones, which are consistent with the rural or landscape character of the
township.

Highway Presentation
▪ New development may be built to highway frontages (zero setbacks) provided the
following guidelines are met.
▪ For corner sites, buildings should address both street frontages and avoid the
presentation of blank, inactive walls.

Preferred Building Typologies

▪ Where a site has an immediate abuttal to residential land, building heights should
transition to 2 storeys toward the respective boundary.

▪ Tourism, retail and hospitality forms

▪ New built form on remaining sites should not exceed 2 storeys (9m).

▪ Ensure entrances to buildings are oriented to the street frontage and are legible
from long range views across the street.

▪ Commercial and office (small to medium scale)

Building Design

▪ Windows should be incorporated into the building frontage .

▪ The design of new buildings should be well proportioned with respect to the grain
of surrounding built form and include high quality details such as articulated entries
and window openings to the highway frontage.

▪ Ensure service related structures are not visible from the street. This includes
storage areas, bin receptacles, services meters, air conditioners, solar panels and
hot water systems.

▪ Seek to provide finer grain building forms or the appearance of through textured
materials and interesting facade treatments.

▪ Where hospitality uses are proposed, operable glazed frontages are encouraged to
allow active uses to ‘spill’ out onto the street.

▪ Encourage contemporary design that draws inspiration from landscape and built
form character.

▪ Where retail buildings are positioned to the street new built form should be
designed to provide a permanent form of weather protection, such as a veranda,
awning or canopy, to the public realm, extending to the back-of-kerb line.

▪ Car sale yards on larger sites
▪ Small scale accommodation

▪ Retain the integrity of surrounding heritage forms and streetscapes. Replica
heritage building forms should be avoided.
▪ New built form should incorporate high quality, durable finishes and textures which
reflect the rural character of the municipality. Including but not limited to brick,
stone and timber products.

Precinct identification
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Example of an office with window openings and defined entries to the frontage of a warehouse form

Example of active uses to warehouse frontage
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Vehicle management

Landscape and fencing

▪ Avoid car parking to site frontages between Sutherland Street and Austin Street.

▪ Where possible, retain existing canopy vegetation and incorporate into site design
of new development.

▪ Avoid crossovers from the Highway for the 2 vacant sites at the corner with Seaby
Street.
▪ Encourage a maximum of 1 crossover to each site to limit the number of access
points along the highway. Where sites benefit from a service road or corner
location, 2 crossovers are supported.
▪ Loading and unloading of vehicles should be sited and designed to avoid pedestrian
and vehicle conflict. Seek to locate on-site where possible.
▪ Ensure on-site car parking is located to have a minimal visual impact to the
streetscape. Where possible, avoid parking between building frontages and the
street.
▪ On-site car parking should ensure vehicle access is designed to prioritise
pedestrian movement and safety. Seek to implement design treatments such as
pedestrian crossings within onsite car parks to maximise pedestrian safety and
wayfinding to building entries.

▪ Where street setbacks are proposed, new built form should incorporate a
meaningful landscape contribution as part of the overall site design. Including but
not limited to canopy trees, shrubs and ground covers.
▪ An established garden landscape character should be established within front
setbacks that complements the mix of existing residential uses and motels along
the highway.
▪ Fencing to the primary street frontage should be avoided.

Signage
▪ Feature signage should reference the Stawell CBD and Pleasant Creek Historical
Precinct, particularly when signposting the Seaby Street route into the township.
▪ Business identification signage should be integrated into overall design of buildings
as to not be overly dominant or cause visual clutter in the street.
▪ Signage should not protrude about the parapet and be sited below the building
eave.
▪ Freestanding or pole signs are discouraged.
▪ The proportion and scale of signage should complement the prevailing signage
character in the streetscape.
▪ Where illuminated signs are proposed, ensure light spill to nearby residential land is
avoided.

Example of high qaulity permeable materials suited to retail and tourism uses

Example of a multi-purpose commercial facility with high quality materials and engagement with the street

Example of an eco accommodation set in landscape

Hansen Partnership Pty Ltd, Tim Nott & Martyn Group
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Precinct 3 & 4
Southern Industry & Services and Rural Industrial

Height & Massing

Precincts 3 (Industry & Services) and 4 (Rural Industrial) are combined into 1
design guideline package acknowledging the similar preferred character ambitions for
new development.

▪ New built form should not exceed 2 storeys (9m).

Collectively, they present an established industrial and roadside services character,
which is more consolidated in the southern Rural Industrial sub-precinct. The
Industry & Services sub-precinct is undergoing development but currently presents
a less orderly configuration in land use, building typologies and landscape patterns.
Envisioned for the Precinct is the consolidation of these land uses, an improved
presentation to the highway corridor for a more amenable ‘first impression’ of Stawell
and a key role in the proposed themed signage strategy to promote the township and
tourism.

▪ Where an internal driveway is proposed along a side boundary, a minimum 6m
building setback is encouraged.

Preferred Building Typologies
▪ Warehouses & shed forms.
▪ Nurseries and agricultural supplies.
▪ Service Stations & truck rest stops.

▪ Where there are existing industrial forms to either side of the site, seek to match
the predominant street setback.

▪ Minimum rear setback is 5m to allow for onsite storage and employee parking.

Building Design
▪ The external appearance and design of buildings should positively contribute to the
highway and establish a high-quality presentation at the southern township entry.
▪ Corner sites should be designed to both street frontages. Blank walls with no visual
relief to streets and roads should be avoided.
▪ Outbuildings and storage buildings should be compatible with the design of the
primary building.
▪ Where a high warehouse or shed is proposed to a road frontage, consider the
inclusion of a smaller form (i.e. office/reception) comprising windows and entry
door to break the appearance of building mass.
▪ Storage areas should be integrated into overall design of buildings.
▪ External walls and roof of building should be finished in a paint bonded material,
timber, brick or other non-reflective or muted colour material.
▪ Prominent sites should consider the use of varying materials or colours to avoid a
monotonous ‘box’ appearance.

Precinct identification
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Example of a smaller office form to a warehouse frontage

▪ Where a lower level office or reception form is implemented to a shed frontage,
ensure both forms use complementary materials. The lower office form should
be constructed on natural, earthy materials such as stone, timber or brick to
complement the natural character of the precinct.

Highway Presentation
▪ Where there are existing buildings to either side of the site, seek to match the
predominant street setback.
▪ Where there are no existing setbacks, provide a minimum 3m setback for
landscape (in addition to any proposed car parking). For corner lots, provide a
minimum 3m setback to each street frontage.
▪ Front setbacks can be increased to incorporate visitor car parking including the 3m
landscape provision.
▪ Ensure offices including doors and windows are clearly visible from the street
frontage and car parking.
▪ Security fencing is discouraged to street boundaries. Instead, position fencing
behind the building facade.
▪ Utilise trees along street frontages where fencing is sited behind building facades.
▪ Ensure front fences are of a finish and colour which will have minimal visual impact
to the public realm/highway and complements the design of new buildings.
▪ Fencing materials should be high quality and visually permeable to allow passive
surveillance to the road reserve.
▪ Fences (to the street) should complement the material selection of buildings and
avoid the use of barbed wire or standard chain mesh.

Example of high quality materials and finishes suitable for industrial or large format commercial buildings
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Vehicle management

Landscape

Signage

▪ Encourage a maximum of 1 crossover to each site to limit the number of access
points along the highway. Where sites benefit from a service road or corner
location, 2 crossovers are supported.

▪ Continue the rural landscape attributes of the highway corridor south of the
township through the Western Highway within the road reserve and within front
setbacks.

▪ Feature entry signage should be sited southbound to clearly celebrate the arrival
into the township.

▪ Ensure all vehicles can enter and exit the site in a forward direction.

▪ Retain existing native canopy vegetation on site and within the road reserve to
preserve the informal landscape character.

▪ Visitor car parking should be sited within convenient proximity to building
entrances whilst avoiding visual dominance from the street through setbacks and
landscaping.
▪ Ensure pedestrian access between the front door of buildings and car parking or
service roads is legible and prioritises safety.
▪ Ensure hardstand surface or all-weather seal for crossover, driveway and car
parking surfaces. Permeable paving is acceptable in car parking areas.
▪ Ensure the loading and unloading of vehicles is sited to the side or rear of buildings.

▪ Landscaping to front and side boundaries is encouraged as part of all new industrial
developments to ensure the presentation of the site complements the native rural
character of the highway.
▪ Landscape interventions should be low maintenance and utilise drought tolerant,
native species where appropriate.
▪ Landscape to building frontages (street setbacks) should consider views and
pedestrian safety. A layered mix of ground covers, low shrubs and canopy trees are
encouraged. Avoid medium or tall screening shrubs where car parks are located in
front setbacks.

▪ Ensure business identification signs are integrated into the overall design of the
building.
▪ Freestanding or pole signs should be displayed parallel with or at right angles to a
road. ‘V’-shaped signs are discouraged.
▪ Freestanding or pole signs should appear lightweight and be integrated in on site
garden beds/ landscaping.
▪ Internally illuminated signs are to be sensitively positioned to ensure no light spill or
loss of amenity to adjacent sites (particularly residential areas).
▪ Low level or feature lighting is encouraged to provide liveliness along the highway
frontage. Avoid adverse light spill to residential areas.

▪ To corner sites or exposed side interfaces, boundary planting should be
implemented to screen storage areas and industrial activity.

Example of landscaping and pedestrian paths visitor car park

Example of defined entries, signage and features to provide visual interest to the highway

Example of native landscaping to site frontage
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Gateway & Wayfinding Signage
The siting, design and location of gateway and wayfinding signage along the Highway
are critical considerations in ensuring the legibility and identity of the township and its
destinations. The following design guidelines have been divided into three categories
which clarify the location, purpose and design objectives of proposed future signage.
Given Stawell is proposed to be the closest township to Melbourne along the
Western Highway, after the compltion of the duplication works, there is a significant
opportunity to capture visitor and freight traffic by providing a layered regime of
signage and wayfinding on approach to the township.

Purpose
The purpose of the outer gateway signs is to warn drivers they are approaching the
township of Stawell along the highway journey.
The London Road location will seek to draw vehicles off the highway to access the
town centre (and hospital precinct) at the periphery of the township in coordination
with future infrastructure upgrades. The signage design will be in accordance with
VicRoads requirements.

As identified in the Highway Presentation & Wayfinding chapter the categories
include:

Design Objectives

▪ Outer Gateway Signage

▪ Establish a high quality, sculptural design statement at the periphery of the
township.

The design objectives of the Southern and Western outer gateway signs include:

▪ Inner Gateway Signage
▪ Wayfinding Signage
The intent of the design objectives are not to prescribe the detailed design or
appearance of the signs, instead they seek to establish a clear framework for further
design development in coordination with internal Council departments and relevant
stakeholders including VicRoads, Grampians Tourism

Outer Gateway Signage

▪ The design of the signs should reinforce the history and identity of the township
including acknowledgement of traditional owners and recognition Stawell’s
heritage.

Sculptural Gateway Sign (Street & Harden)

▪ The 2 signs are not required to be identical, they should however complement one
another.
▪ Reference colours and materials complementary to the landscape character of
Stawell and the broader Grampians Region.

Location
Three outer gateway locations have been identified including:

▪ Ensure the signs utilise low-maintenance material that will weather well over time
and avoid noticeable fading.

1. Southern Industrial Precinct
service road (existing).

▪ Ensure ‘Stawell’ is the primary feature of the sign and is legible from vehicles from
long-range views travelling at high speeds (+60km/hr).

3

2. Western Industrial Precinct
service road (existing).

▪ Ensure the height and width of the sign sits comfortably within the profile of
the road reserve and does not present any risks from a traffic management
perspective.

3. London Road interchange
(future upgrade).

▪ Integrate existing and new native landscape into the design and view experience of
the sign.

Semi-permeable materials and landscape (2ink Studio)

▪ Ensure the signs integrate soft lighting that complements the overall design.

2

▪ Avoid reflective materials or flood lighting.

Design opportunity
1
Location of outer gateways

Establish a co-led council and community committee to facilitate a signage
competition for the outer gateway locations. A similar process was undertaken in
Broken Hill in 2019, where $5,000 prize was awarded to the winning entry. The
competition committee should establish a design brief, marketing team and jury to
coordinate the competition phases. Council could seek State and Federal Government
funding opportunities to fund the construction of the sign.
The competition will not only ensure high quality design interventions are integrated
into the highway setting, but also generate community interest and promotion of the
township.
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Integrated lighting (MCD)
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▪ Ensure the signs utilise low-maintenance material that will wear well over time and
avoid noticeable fading or unintended weathering.

Inner Gateway Signage
Location
Three inner gateway locations have been identified including:

▪ Integrate new landscape into the design and view experience of the signs which
complement the broader landscape character of the public realm/open space.

1. Federation Park at the
corner with Playford Street
(tourist rest stop)

▪ Ensure the scale of the sign sits comfortably within the profile of the road reserve
and does not present any risks to pedestrian safety. The inner gateway signs
should appear smaller than the outer gateway signs.

2. Seaby Street Intersection
(Pleasant Creek Historic
Precinct)
3. Sutherland Street
Intersection (truck rest
stop)

1

▪ Ensure the signs integrate soft lighting that complements the overall design.

2
3

Interpretive & Wayfinding Signage
Location
Wayfinding signage is targeted toward pedestrian and slow vehicle movement
at key visitor destinations along the highway. As described in the concept plans
for Federation Park and Seaby Street, the signs will be located at key vehicle and
pedestrian stopping points.

Inner Gateway: Scribbly Gum Park (Forrest Gillham)

Inner Gateway: Nexton (505 design)

Inner Gateway: Cardwell Forshore (Dot Dash)

Inner Gateway: (Danthonia Designs)

City of Adelaide Wayfinding (Studio Binocular)

Exhibition in the Forest (hochC Landscape Architects)

Opportunity exists for the wayfinding signage palette to be delivered across the
broader township providing directions to key destinations such as the town centre,
parks and tourism uses.

Purpose
Purpose

The purpose of the sign is to provide pedestrian scale signage to provide directions to
key visitor destinations and uses along the highway, acknowledging Federation Park
and Seaby Street are a short walking distance.

The purpose of the inner gateway signage is to demarcate the entry to the urban area
of the township and identify the location and type of visitor services and rest stops
that are available (and conveniently located) along the highway.

The signage will also provide directions for vehicles to the town centre from high
highway as well as directions for car parking that may be concealed or hidden from
the highway frontage.

Design Objectives

Design Objectives

The design objectives of the inner gateway signs include:

The design objectives of the inner gateway signs include:

▪ Establish a high quality, design statements at the urban entry of the township
aligned with key visitor destinations.

▪ Establish a design language for the signs that provides cues to the gateway signs.

Location of inner gateways

▪ Given the location of the signs at key destination, the signs should appear
lightweight and semi-transparent to avoid concealment of buildings or activities.
▪ Consider integrating seating or photo areas into the design of the signs.
▪ The design of the signs should reference the context of the relevant destination.
▪ The materials and colours should complement the outer gateway signs to ensure
there is a consistency in branding along the highway journey.

▪ Utilise materials and colours that reference the heritage and landscape values of
Stawell while appearing contemporary in design.
▪ Utilise symbols, colours and diagrammatic maps to communicate the location of
destinations and uses.
▪ Establish a colour theme for the types of uses found along the highway and in the
township including but not limited to parks, rest stops, information centre, tourism
destinations.

Hansen Partnership Pty Ltd, Tim Nott & Martyn Group
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5.0 Implementation
The following section outlines a brief discussion on a range of issues, considerations
and recommendations associated with the implementation of the Urban Design
Framework.

Issues and Considerations

Recommended Actions
To ensure the masterplan has the greatest success of implementing its vision, this
section identifies a number of recommended actions and specific projects across
short, medium and long timeframes:

One of the key strengths of the UDF lies in its ability to set a template to guide and
influence development approvals along the highway. It also functions to identify
where public rest stops and wayfinding nodes should be located to encourage greater
tourism and investment in the town.

▪ Short term – 0 to 2 years

To enable the meaningful implementation of the UDF, a Planning Scheme Amendment
will be required comprising a new DDO for properties along the highway frontage
outlining the preferred character and design ambition for each of the identified
precincts, as well as a new Local Planning Policy for the Highway which specifies the
role, design objectives and strategies relating to both the public and private realm.

Each action has been further defined by the following categories to assist with their
planning and delivery:

An important step in this process will be working with key landowners and permit
applicants along the highway to ensure the proposed design guidelines for new
development along the highway provides commercial confidence and does not
restrict investment or local business opportunities. Rather than being perceived as
a development hurdle, the guidelines should provide a level of certainty between
Council, the community and applicants when negotiating positive development
outcomes along the highway frontage.

▪ Requirement – whether or not the action is a mandatory action for Council, or
could be actioned on a discretionary basis.

Another important consideration through the implementation of the UDF is the
ongoing liaison with Regional Roads Victoria regarding the signalisation of Seaby
Street intersection with the highway including the management of pedestrian and
vehicle safety along the Historic Precinct frontage, given it’s role as an important
visitor destination. It is vital that state agencies have a sound appreciation of the
rationale for the proposed recommendations, which seek to enhance the Place
function along this section of the highway and legitimise Stawell as a destination
along a National Highway.
Ongoing liaison with Grampians Tourism is also necessary to ensure the siting and
extent of proposed rest stops coincides with their ambition to draw tourists into
Stawell and out toward Grampians National Park. Grampians Tourism may also assist
with the identification of funding opportunities and the detailed masterplan process
for Federation Park and the Historic Precinct to ensure these facilities meet best
practice requirements.
The preparation of a signage strategy and a landscape strategy will ensure the key
ambitions identified in the UDF are realised and importantly the infrastructure can be
delivered as part of future capital works budgets. The aim of the signage strategy is
to define the design of gateway and wayfinding signage in coordination with relevant
Council departments, VicRoads and Grampians Tourism, which complements the
history and identity of the township. The strategy will also provide indicative costings
and identify funding opportunities for the detailed design and delivery.
Similarly, a landscape strategy will assist in the identification of the preferred location
and species list for canopy tree and understorey planting in the various character
precincts identified in the UDF. The strategy will also provide indicative costing and
staging for the delivering of new landscaping as well as potential funding opportunities
having regard to tourism and climate resillience.
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▪ Medium term – 3 to 5 years
▪ Long term – 6+ years

▪ Tool – how the action is to be implemented.
▪ Responsibility – person, department, or agency responsible for implementation.

▪ Funding source – potential funding source to implement action.

Monitor and Review
The Urban Design Framework has been developed based on the latest and most upto-date information available and in line with Council aspirations. Due to the nature
of a UDF, it will likely be subject to change as new information becomes available; as
new infrastructure upgrades are implemented; and with changing Council directions.
Key influences that may result in changes to the masterplan are:
▪ Future changes in retail and commercial demand.
▪ The impact of the highway duplication on traffic volumes and visitor arrivals.
▪ The provision of rest stop/ tourism facilities in line with need & demand analysis.
▪ A lack of development occurring on the ground within a given timeframe.
It is important then that the UDF is subject to review at various intervals and as
different stages are implemented so as the document is workable and flexible enough
to adapt to change.
The following page provides a recommended implementation plan relating to key
actions identified in the UDF.
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Action

Tool

Responsibility

Requirement

Funding Source

Following public consultation, finalise the UDF for formal endorsement and adoption by Council.

Council meeting

Council Planning Department

Mandatory

N/A – facilitated as part of normal Council functions

Develop an internal monitoring and review process, and embed within Council processes to ensure outcomes of UDF are
achieved and workable.

Internal Council processes

Council Planning Department (in consultation
with relevant departments)

Mandatory

N/A – facilitated as part of normal Council functions

Develop and imlement a Design and Development Overlay for land abutting the highway which references the key design
guidelines for each land use precinct.

Planning Scheme Amendment

Council Planning Department

Mandatory

N/A – facilitated as part of normal Council functions

Develop and implement a local policy for the highway which outlines Council’s ambitions for public and private land as well as key Planning Scheme Amendment
gateway locations to target future investment.

Council Planning Department

Mandatory

N/A – facilitated as part of normal Council functions

Work closely with landowners, developers and permit applicants to ensure the proposed design guidelines for new devlelopment
along the highway provides commercial confidence and does not restrict investment or local business opportunities.

Advocacy (with developers /
permit applicants)

Council Planning Department

Discretionary

N/A – facilitated as part of normal Council functions

Liaise with Grampians Tourism Victoria to establish the current and future needs and demand for tourism information and rest
stop facilities, and to determine the type and timing of delivery of required facilities.

Advocacy

Tourism and Economic Development

Mandatory

Council funds may need to be allocated, otherwise facilitated
as part of normal Council functions

Liaise with VicRoads to determine the suitability for the proposed rest stop locations and any required traffic or parking
considerations required to ensure movement along the highway is not comprimised.

Advocacy

Council Infrastructure Department

Mandatory

N/A – facilitated as part of normal Council functions

Undertake further engagement with Regional Roads Victoria to determine a preferred option for the future design and layout of
Seaby Street intersection to provide improved safety for vehicles turning onto and off the highway as well as addressing the
barrier presented by the highway for safe pedestrian and traffic crossing movements.

Advocacy

Council Infrastructure Department

Mandatory

N/A – facilitated as part of normal Council functions

Engage with Regional Roads Victoria to investigate opportunities for the potential provision of upgrades along the highway to
improve pedestrian safety and vehicle access along key destinations such as Federation Park and Pleasant Creek Precinct.

Advocacy

Council Infrastructure Department

Mandatory

N/A – facilitated as part of normal Council functions

Undertake ongoing monitoring and review of the UDF implementation in line with the process developed and established in the
short term.

Council internal processes

Council Planning Department (in consultation
with relevant departments)

Mandatory

N/A – facilitated as part of normal Council functions

Ensure subdivision and development applications are generally in accordance with guidelines and strategies of UDF.

Development applications

Council Planning Department

Mandatory

N/A – facilitated as part of normal Council functions

Prepare a signage strategy for gateway and wayfinding signage along the highway having regard to coherent branding and
critical locations identified in the UDF.

Future project

Council Planning Department (in consultation
with relevant departments)

Discretionary

Council funds, grants or other sources of grant funding

Seek funding opportunities for the facilitation of a Gateway signage competition. Establish a co-led council and community
committee to facilitate a signage competition for the outer gateway locations.

Advocacy

Planning Department and Community
engagement

Discretionary

Council funds, grants or other sources of grant funding

Prepare a landscape strategy for the highway road reserve to determine the suitable location and species of new vegetation
including street trees which correspond with the charcater precicnts determined in the UDF.

Future project

Council Planning Department (in consultation
with relevant departments)

Mandatory

Council funds, grants or other sources of grant funding

Develop a detailed masterplan for the Pleasant Creek Historic Precinct. The masterplan will assist in seeking funding opportunities Future project
for the Historic Precinct rest stop.

Council Parks Department

Mandatory

Council funds, grants or other sources of grant funding

Develop a detailed masterplan for Federation Park to confirm uses and treatments in the open space reserve. The masterplan will Future project
assist in seeking funding opportunities for Federation Park rest stop

Council Parks Department

Mandatory

Council funds, grants or other sources of grant funding

Liaise with landowner of vacant site adjacent to Pleasant Creek Historic Precinct. Investigate opportunities for Council to provide
economic incentives such as rates reductions to secure an anchor tenant and early development the supermarket site.

Advocacy

Council Planning Department (in consultation
with relevant departments)

Discretionary

N/A – facilitated as part of normal Council functions

Work with PTV and bus operators to explore location and design of bus stops in the Historic Precinct and delivery of
infrastructure.

Advocacy

Council Planning Department (in consultation
with relevant departments)

Discretionary

N/A – facilitated as part of normal Council functions

Undertake ongoing monitoring and review of the Masterplan implementation in line with the process developed and established
in the short term.

Council internal processes

Council Planning Department (in consultation
with relevant departments)

Mandatory

N/A – facilitated as part of normal Council functions

Investigate opportunity to rezone Council-owned land within Pleasant Creek Historic Precinct as Public Use Zone to ensure
consistency with desired land use.

Planning Scheme Amendment

Council Planning Department

Discretionary

N/A – facilitated as part of normal Council functions

Short Term

Medium Term

Long Term
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1 Issues and Opportunities
1.1 Western Highway upgrade
The Western Highway is part of the National Land Transport Network,
which is the national network of strategically important land transport
linkages. As part of the Nation Building Program, VicRoads was
allocated funding from both the Commonwealth and State
Governments to progressively upgrade the Western Highway into a
four-lane divided highway. This larger project, known as the Western
Highway Project, extends for approximately 100km, commencing at
the western edge of Ballarat and finishing at the south-eastern edge of
Stawell.
Completing the duplication of the highway between Ballarat and
Stawell would improve road safety and freight efficiency, delivering
benefits to communities and industries that depend upon the highway
for access to services, facilities, resources, domestic and export
markets. These drivers are key elements of Victorian Government
transport policies, as well as the VicRoads operating charter as set out
in the Transport Integration Act 2010.
The Western Highway currently supports a large variety of vehicle
types, ranging from tourist traffic and commuter traffic to large Bdouble trucks, and farm machinery. Over the past 20 years, the total
traffic volumes along the Western Highway between Ballarat and
Stawell have increased by approximately 47%. The proportion of
heavy vehicles has increased by 12% over the same period.

Section 3 of the Western Highway Project involves the duplication of
the Western Highway over approximately 24 km between Ararat and
Stawell. It is noted the northern extent of the Western Highway
duplication project boundary is intersection of Gilchrist Road,
approximately 1.9km from Seaby Street intersection and 650m from
Sloane Street intersection.
The Traffic and Transport Assessment undertaken to inform the EES
examined the extent to which the Project is expected to address road
safety, accessibility, transport efficiency and capacity. It also examines
how the Project would affect road users during both the construction
and operation phases.
The EES states that the Project is expected to provide the following
benefits to road users:
▪
▪

▪

▪
▪

Increased capacity, which would enable the highway to
accommodate the expected future traffic volumes.
Travel time savings by a reduction in the number of
intersections, continuous overtaking opportunities and
removing the need to reduce speed through townships.
Increased safety by reducing traffic volumes within Great
Western, continuous overtaking opportunities, grade
separated intersections, improved alignment geometry and
treatment of roadside hazards.
Improved efficiency and safety for freight; and
The potential to reduce the traffic on local roads due to the
Western Highway becoming the preferred route.
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In relation to active transport, project documentation states that
cyclists would be able to continue using the Western Highway
between Ararat and Stawell via the proposed 3m sealed road
shoulder. No specific provisions have been included within the design
for pedestrians.
The EES states that the majority of adverse impacts on the operation
of the existing Western Highway, including potential impacts to road
safety through a change in road conditions, and a reduction in
transport efficiency, are expected to be short term only and occur
during the construction phase of the Project.

1.2 State Declared Road Network
Stawell is located at the intersection of a number of regional arterial
roads which form part of the State’s Declared Road Network,
including:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

The Western Highway (A8)
Stawell – Avoca Road (C221)- comprising Black Range Road,
Seaby Street, Main Street, Scallan Street and Byrde Street
Stawell – Donald Road (C238) – comprising Darlington Road
and Alfred Street
Stawell – Ararat Road comprising London Road – Patrick
Street
Grampians Road – (C216)

In order to better understand the operation of the arterial road network
throughout Stawell, Department of Transport open traffic data (2020)
was referenced and is presented in Table 1.
Table 1 - State Declared Road network volumes
Road

Section

Western
Highway (A8)

Longfield Rd – Seaby
Street
Warracknabeal Rd –
Grampian Rd
Western Hwy –
Grampians Rd
Black Range Rd
Seaby Street
Byrne Street from Layzell
- Darlington
Byrne Street from
Navarre - Layzell
Darlington Rd

Grampians Road
(C216)
Stawell-Avoca
Rd (C221)

Donald – Stawell
Rd (C238)
Ararat – Stawell
Rd (C

Bryne St – Holloway Rd
Holloway Rd – Western
Hwy

Annual
Average Daily
Traffic (AADT)
7500

% heavy
vehicles

5600

32%

1000

17%

930
5000
3400

12%
4%
8%

2000

3%

1400

14%

1800
1900

9%
7%

21%

The Western Highway and arterial network including Seaby Street
(C221) Alfred Street/Darlington Road (C238), in particular, provide
effective regional traffic access routes to and from the study area.
However, while these components of the network perform an effective
arterial road role, this in conflict with the local role and successful
operation of Stawell town centre also requires consideration.
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By definition, the purpose of an effective arterial road network is to
carry a large proportion of regional through traffic, providing linkages
to local connector roads and streets. The arterial roads traversing the
study area carry out this function, with a high proportion of traffic
movements created by vehicles without an origin or destination within
Stawell.
In carrying high volumes of traffic at a 60kph speed limit, the Western
Highway creates a strong barrier to access, particularly for active
transport users.

Given the level of growth over the last 5 years, it is not considered the
assessment provided in the draft Masterplan would have changed
significantly. The precinct is served by a relatively wide and wellconnected street network which must accommodate multiple,
interacting functions including vehicle movements and servicing
(including rubbish collection), cycle corridors, pedestrian links, car
parking and contribute to the public realm. Competition for space
causes safety concerns for some users, particularly at the
intersections with major roads which form the gateways for centre
access.

1.3 Local traffic network

1.4 Western Highway

The draft Western Stawell Business Precinct Masterplan (2014)
recognises that the existing road network is sufficient to cater for the
forecast traffic growth associated with both infill development of the
vacant land within the study precinct, and traffic associated with
development further north travelling through the precinct.

At the completion of the Western Highway upgrade, Stawell will
become the closest town to Melbourne that the Highway passes
through before duplication and bypasses. This presents some
significant commercial opportunities in relation to local tourism,
services and industry, as well as strengthening Stawell’s position as a
regional gateway.

Local access routes generally operate well below the typical two-way
daily design capacity of these roads which are in the order of 12,000
vehicles per day (based on Austroads Guide to Traffic management).
Whilst the potential increase in commercial traffic filtering through local
east-west residential streets in the Western Business Precinct was
expected to be low, the masterplan makes provision for road
narrowing and road/speed humps as a means of discouraging
commercial and ‘rat-run’ traffic through local streets.

The Urban Design Framework will need to carefully consider and
respond to a range of transport implications associated with the
duplication, including:
▪
▪

Increased demand for large vehicle parking, including truck,
coach, motorhome, caravan and other towing vehicles
Consideration of the Western Highway as a higher functioning
commercial and retail area
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▪

▪

▪
▪
▪

Management of strong active and sustainable transport
linkages and pathways to/from and along the Western
Highway gateway
An access hierarchy to effectively encourage appropriate
pathways into Stawell for different vehicle types according to
destinations and purpose. This includes consideration of the
treatment and role of the London Road intersection, with a
grade separated interchange proposed as ultimate treatment
Location of key services and facilities related to visitor demand
Linkages to and opportunities for the town centre
Design treatment of the Western Highway frontage as a
gateway to Stawell – not the only visitation component

The draft Masterplan recognises improvements are required at
number of existing Western Highway intersections to address the
current potential for rear end collisions between a slowing or
stationary vehicle and a faster moving vehicle (potentially a heavily
laden truck) travelling behind it.
The draft Masterplan includes proposals to:
▪

▪

widen the Western Highway road pavement to provide
auxiliary lanes for both left and right turns from Western
Highway to Playford Road, Saleyards Road and the western
end of the service road
close two existing intermediate service road connections to
the Western Highway, and

▪

widen the existing service road to 10 metres to allow for twoway truck movements and an occasional parked vehicle on
one side only

1.5 Lake Road Level Crossing
The layout and positioning of the existing Lake Road level crossing, in
relation to its intersections with both Abattoir Road and Wilson Street,
make it difficult for vehicles coming from these locations to use the
level crossing adequately and safely. Previous studies have observed
that this would have the likely outcome of a high proportion of heavy
vehicles utilising Griffiths Street level crossing on an alternative route
between the Western Highway and the Abattoir.
In 2014 a Council commissioned investigation identified where a
new/realigned section of Lake Road could be constructed to cross the
railway line, at or close to 90 degrees, before intersecting directly with
Abattoir Road, approximately 200 metres towards Adelaide from the
current Lake Road level crossing.
This upgrade is expected to result in the majority of truck movements
to/from the abattoir utilising a more appropriate connection to the
Western Highway via Playford Street and increasing local traffic safety
on Griffith Street.
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2 Recommended Actions
The key access and movement considerations for the Western
Highway Urban Design Framework are improving safety for all road
users, recognising and maintaining the important movement function
of the Highway, and providing clear and direct pathways and
opportunities for traffic to access the local street network and
surrounding land uses.
Recommendations included within the UDF Framework precinct have
been designed to address a set of objectives addressing safety,
access and connections, including:
▪

▪
▪

▪
▪

Ensure that access and interaction between the precinct and
wider Stawell township and the Western Highway is safe with
clear priority and pathways.
Mitigate the effect of the Western Highway as a barrier for all
modes of north-south movement within the precinct.
Strengthen the intersection of Seaby Street and the Western
Highway and surrounding area as a key focal point, or front
door, to the township for visitors.
Minimise the need for commercial and industrial traffic to utilise
the local street network as a means of access to the precinct.
Improve and promote connectivity between the Western
Highway and Stawell destinations, in particular via London
Road and Playford Street.

The recommendations included in the framework along with a brief
justification and explanation are as follows:

1) Define three preferred access routes between the Western
Highway and Stawell township/town centre catering to a range
of vehicle and trip types and destinations including via:
•

Seaby Street: the central gateway providing a safe and
obvious stopping point and access for visitors to the
Pleasant Creek Historical Precinct, visitor information
and other local amenities.

•

Playford Street: the preferred long-vehicle access
route for traffic from the west seeking to visit the town
centre via Barnes Street or continue north or east via
Scallan Street or Darlington Road. This route can also
extend around the periphery of the town to connect to
the south via Patrick Street and London Road.

•

London Road: the preferred access route into the town
centre for traffic from the east off the Western
Highway. It is anticipated this access route would be/is
utilised predominantly by local and regular users and is
also suited to long vehicles.

2) Enhance the tourism role of Federation Park to the north and
the Pleasant Creek Historical precinct by establishing clearer
vehicle connections with the town centre and a stronger
presence (including safer access and better-defined stopping
areas) on the Western Highway. The aim is to encourage
greater integration with Stawell businesses and traveller
destinations.
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3) Undertake further engagement with Regional Roads Victoria to
determine a preferred option for the future design and layout of
Seaby Street intersection to provide improved safety for
vehicles turning onto and off the highway as well as addressing
the barrier presented by the highway for safe pedestrian and
traffic crossing movements.
4) Engage with Regional Roads Victoria to investigate
opportunities for the potential provision of potential upgrades
along the highway to improve user safety, vehicle access and
provide a buffer from highway traffic, particularly at the
Pleasant Creek Historic Precinct.
5) Improve truck and long vehicle parking access and capacity in
preferred locations close to necessary amenities, services,
accommodation and hospitality sites.

these streets promotes a low speed environment and seeks to
mitigate any adverse impacts on local residents and parking.
8) As property use changes or sites develop, seek to consolidate,
reduce, or relocate vehicle crossovers to businesses along
highway frontages to minimise pedestrian vehicle conflict and
provide opportunity for additional street trees.
9) In order to reduce the numbers of active intersections on the
Western Highway, discourage heavy commercial or industrial
traffic from using the local street network, and encourage use
of the State Arterial network and reduce vehicle conflict and
improve the legibility of preferred access into the township,
consider restricting access from the local street network to the
Western Highway as follows:
•

Closure of access to/from the northern side of the
Griffith Street intersection to the Western Highway.
(This would need to be timed to coincide with the
delivery of the Lake Road level crossing upgrade).

•

Implement right-turn bans for all vehicle movements at
the Western Highway intersections with Forster
Street/Longfield Street, Sutherland Street, Burgh
Street, Leslie Street and Griffiths Street (south side
access), Austin Street (north side side) allowing left
in/left out movements only.

6) Provide safe and efficient access to visitor parking (including
provision for long vehicle parking) at:
•

•

Federation Park including the consideration of turning
lanes from the highway.
the Visitor Information Centre frontage.

7) Promote and manage a local access routes parallel to the
Western Highway along Darcy Street and Leslie Street to
provide alternative and convenient access routes to local
businesses and services. It is recommended the design of
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